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Tidinarsh to replace Myers as· Undergraduate Dean
by Clea Benson

Editor
Bryn Mawr Associate Dean
Karen Tidmarsh will serve as
Acting Dean of the Undergraduate College during the 1989-90
school year, replacing current
Dean of the College Michele Myers who will leave to become
president of Denison University
in July.
Tidmarsh, who will assume
her new duties in June, expressed
her enthusiasm aoout the job and
outlined some of her priorities for
the coming year.
"It means a lot more work
with a lot of the different services
which report to the Dean," she
said, adding that she will be glad
to be in a position "with a little
more budgetary control."
Tidmarsh intends to keep a
focus on diversity by building on
programs and policies which have
been implemented this year.
"One top priority is to continue
work on issues of diversity both
on curricular and community levels and to continue to refine and

move forward with the pluralism -tertainment is necessary.
The search for a permanent
program," she said.
She described the First-Year Dean of the Undergraduate ColStudent pluralism workshops lege is expected to commence in
which were introduced last fall as the fall. Tidmarsh is uncertain
"a beginning stage" and said that whether she will apply for the posuch programs should be modi- sition, given that the job might be
fied and aimed at a larger section re-defined. "I want to wait and
see how it is defined to decide
of the community.
By the end of this year, Tid- whether I'd be an appropriate
marsh said, the curriculum com- candidate," she said.
Tidmarsh, who received her
mittee will have evaluated the actions which must be taken to di- B.A. from Bryn Mawr in 1971,
versify the College's curriculum. originally meant to have a teachBy next year, she believes, "the ing career, but she said that she
point will be to pick up from "found administration a lot more
there and to work closely with the interesting and challenging than I
new Faculty Committee on Aca- had expected." Teaching, however, is still important to her. "It's
demic Priorities."
In addition, Tidmarsh feels hard to do teaching when you 're
that the Deans' office should play in a dean's job but for me it has
a role in improving student social always been a priority," she said.
While she is uncertain
life. "Some of the current concerns about student social life whether she will stay at Bryn
under the new Alcohol Policy are Mawr for the rest of her career,
pretty valid," she said. She will at- she enjoys its unique environtempt to improve tri-College co- ment. "Working at Bryn Mawr
ordination of social events and sort of spoils you for other instituwill evaluate whether increased tions," she said.
funding of parties and other en·

Haverford makes changes
by Colette Fergusson

Editor
Important changes, precipitated by concerns from the Dean's
Office, have been made in next
year's housing program at
Haverford.
The changes are
aimed at improving Haverford's
social and cultural life.
French House, which used to
be a alcohol-free dorm and a
qui~t house, has become Asia
House; co-ed groups vying for
Drinker will be given preference
this year; a peer educator's room
has been slated to be instituted in
Drinker and Leeds third section
has been designated quiet and
alcohol-free housing.
Asia House has been reserved
for students who demonstrate an
interest in Asian culture and politics. The proposal is to use the
living room as a recreational
space and as a library for the
collection of books and artifacts
which supplement other campus
resources on Asia.

•

Ill

housing

Housing Officer Robin Doan like BSL LBlack Students'
described the importance that League] or PRSH [Puerto Rican
Asia House will have for the Students' Association] to have
community. "The fact is that the our meetings privately. The other
Third World and the Orient are was we needed to house a new
becoming more and more impor- collection of resources that
tant in the world. Students need members of ASA are donating
to know about them. Asia House from their private collections
will expand the cultural life for [and] that they want to share with
the student body and provide the community. We were dissatmore diversity in education and isfied with what Magill had. This
[Asia House] will be a medium by
learning."
Doan 's vision of Asia House is which we can make ASA more
as "a place where students can accessible. [Community memcome and learn and socialize in an bers] can browse through the
environment that entourages collection and we can have workdeveloping
interest
and shops and speakers and show
appreciation of this part of the films."
Nogaki expressed surprise at
world." She expects that the new
residents of Asia House will having been given French House
"provide programs for the student for this use. "We were in fact
body
that
they
couldn't surprised because our compromise to the administration had
otherwise."
Co-President of the Asian been that [in our proposal] we
Students Association {ASA) and asked for a room for ASA sirl.ce
Junior Jen Nogaki explained the we recognized that there was little
need for Asia House from ASA's extra space on campus."
"They called back and said we
perspective. "There were two reasons. One was we needed a space (Continued on page 13)

Racist bannner found at Haverford
by Jim Eichner

Editor-in-Chief
On February 11th, Haverford
First-Year Student Carlo Cerutti,
while working at an Alternate
Concert Series event, mistakedly
wandered down into the boiler
room of Founders Hall and discovered a canvas sign on which in
black
letters
was
painted
"National Nigger Day."
Cerutti immediately sought
out Junior Dwayne Judd, because
he knew that Judd is working on
the Haverford diversity film and
he "thought that Dwayne would
want to film the sign." The two
journeyed back down into the
boiler room and stood staring at
the sign to, in Judd's words,
"make sure that it was real." ,

They decided to wait until
Monday and report the sign to the
Dean's office. "I don't know why
we didn't take the sign with us, we
just didn't," said Judd. When
Cerutti returned on Monday to
make sure that the sign was still
there, he could not find the banner. Later in talking with Second
Step, one of the bands that performed that night, Cerutti
learned that the group had ripped
up the sign.
That Monday, Cerutti filed a
Security report about the incident and discussed the banner
with Assistant to the Dean of the
College Randy Milden and Dean
of the College Matthews Hamabata. According to Hamabata,
not much is known about the sign

beside Cerutti's observations.
"We have no way of knowing
how long the sign was there. It
could have been there for years
and slipped out during the rennovation of Founders," Hamabata
stated. Cerruti talked with a
member of Physical Plant who
remembered seeing the sign, but
was unsure about the time frame.
From Physical Plant, Cerutti
learned that Plant workers only
go down to the boiler room occasionally, but on one occasion six
chairs were found in a circle in
the room along with a bottle of
beer. Both Judd and Cerutti believe that the sign was propably
made three or four weeks before
it was discovered. Judd pointed
(Continued on page 4)

Karen Tidmarsh will serve as Acting Dean of Bryn Mawr College for
the 1989-1990 school year. File photo

Harassment events
provide education
signs hung around their necks.
Staffwriter
On Wednesday, March 22,
The month of March is "Speak "Test Your Sexual Harassment
Out Against Sexual Harassment" IQ" quizzes were distributed in
month in the bi-College commu- the Dining Center. The factual
nity. The organizers hope to "exams" informed students about
spread information about sexual the different forms of sexual haharassment through planned dis- rassment, and pointed out that
cussions, a film, and a theatrical many things that are considered
production to take place during acceptable are really forms of
meals in the Haverford Dining sexual harassment. Three forms
Center. Students are to be made of sexual harassment were menaware of all of the activities by the tioned: verbal, defined as "sexual
"Speak Out" buttons, which have innuendo and other suggestive
been passed out to students free comments.. .insults, and threats";
of charge.
·
nonverbal, such as "leering,
Behind the events is a Sexual •whistling... touching the body...
Harassment Committee, headed coerced sexual intercourse"; and
by Assistant to the Dean of the harassment in the classroom,
College Randy Milden. Senior which includes "not acknowledgLane Salvadove, a committee ing students."
member; recruited fellow actors
Students were informed that
from the cast of "Listen to Me" to sexual harassment occurs when a
act in the production in the Din- professor or employer makes
ing Center, which was preformed "submission to such conduct...a
at mealtimes on Tuesday, March term or condition of employment
21. Salvadove wrote the piece, or academic status" or uses sexual
which presented different types of harassment as a means for decidsexual harassment as they occur ing employment or academic stain the community.
tus. An important fact presented
A female student was depicted was that an action is considered
as continually attempting to par- sexual
harassment
if
it
ticipate in class, while being con- "substantially interferes with a
sistently ignored by her professor. person's work or academic perA scene about males pressuring a formance or creates an intimibuddy to have sex with his girl- dating, hostile, or offensive
friend was also presented. The working or learning environmen in the act thought the friend ment."
was "strange" for not becoming
These points also presented
sexually involved with her after by Milden at the Faculty Panel
dating her for two months. An- discussion held in Chase Auditoother scene detailed two women's rium on the afternoon of the
reactions after one had been 22nd. Sexual harassment was
forced to have sex with her "defined in 1980 by the Equal
boyfriend. The woman debated Employment Opportunity Comreporting her boyfriend for rape, mission," said Milden as she
but was easily dissuaded by her opened the discussion, which was
friend, who noted that she had held as a for~m for students and
been sexually active before and faculty to "ponder the complexithat this incident couldn't be con- ties of sexual harassment."
sidered rape.
.
Milden explained that inforIn the final scene, the three mation about sexual harassment
men chanted, "We don't even has been available for only a short
know what sexism entails/We're time. "In 1979, the American
the
Haverford
Sensitive Psychological Association sent
Males/Rapists and Perverts are out a survey," Milden told the infound in jails/We are all nice timate group. The sur\rey reHaverford Males" as "I am sexist" (Continued on page 3)
by Leslie Power
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Hong Kingston speaks
in me was Chinese," said
Kingston, "I set out to answer the
Staff writer
Last Tuesday, in front of what question of what was Chinese
was perhaps the largest collection tradition and what was the
audience of the year, Maxine movies. I answered that question
Hong Kingston shared her tri- [in Woman WaniorJ, especially the
umph over silence. In a gentle, last part. The more I wrote, I reunassuming voice, she read pas- alized [the book) wasn't really
sages from her work that cap- about China; it was about Amertured some of the moments of her ica."
Kingston often uses Chinese
journey towards self-expression.
Composed of textual readings myths that she learned through
interwoven with comments, the the oral tradition. She recognizes
presentation was appropriately that in re-telling them, these
non-linear. Kingston was asked myths "have changed; now they
about this use of non-linearity are American stories," she said.
with respect to Woman Wanior. The author commented on the
"That's the way my brain works," use of fact in the writing of her
she replied. "I had to struggle to autobiography. "I don't change
discover what chronology is; my the facts," she said, "but in finding
brain goes in circles, in mosaic their meaning, sometimes the fact
becomes permeated with a kind
pieces."
The presentation and passages of light. It becomes visible, and
touched upon many significant can be understood."
Another passage .Kingston
aspects of her art," said Linda
Morante, a former Freshman En- shared was taken from her novel
glish teacher at Haverford, Chi.na Men, a book which
"especially the wedding of Chi- "celebrates physical labor and the
nese and American culture building of America," she said.
through the use of language and Parts of the book were inspired by
imagery, myth, and 'talking- her feelings about the Vietnam
story,' the importance of oral tra- war. "It was very difficult for me
dition. She provided an overview to write about war," she said; "I
started it during the war, hoping
and an insight into her themes."
Kingston stressed the importance to add to the pacifist energy, but
of discovering which elements in it takes 20 years to live with an
her are Chinese and which are event, to understand it and find
American. She read a passage its meaning."
In writing
about
war,
from Woman Wanior which described the meeting of the two Kingston said she "snuck up on it
cultures. In .the excerpt, the nar- by way of movies," because the
rator goes to a drugstore with a subject was not an easy one. She
strange commission from her is interested in movies as "a way
Chinese mother that she has to to enter people's psyches, to talk
explain to the American druggist. about things that are difficult."
Kingston also explained her
"My mother said you have to give
us candy," she says shyly. After an interest in theater. "I see theater
exchange, the druggist decides to as a way of community, a ritual in
give her candy, but not, as the which people come together and
mother thinks, because they un- · find out what their culture is." In
derstand the Chinese way. They her new book, Trip Master Monkey,
just think she is begging. The which will soon be published, "I
scene was treated with insight and give myself to my enjoyment of
theater and ~ovies," she said.
humor.
In trying to understand what
by Alison Murray

Arboretum to sponsor lecture

The Haverford Arboretum :Association is sponsoring a lecture by Dr. Balick on Friday, March 31, in Stokes Auditorium at
5:30P.M.
· As Executive Assistant to the President of the New York
Botanical Garden and Curator of Economic Botany, Michael
Balick received a PH.D. in Biology from Harvard University in
1980 and has been traveling throughout Mexico, Central and
South America since then.
Following Michael Balick's lecture on the tropical rain forest,
a reception and dinner will be held in the Bryn Mawr and
Swarthmore Rooms of the dining center. The price for students
is: lecture only-$3; lecture, reception and
dinner-$10. Please call the Arboretum Office (896-1101) to
make a reservation.

Committee seeks proposals

!!'

The Racial and Ethnic Diversity Committee of Bryn Mawr's
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research has announced the second annual forum on research issues on racial
and ethnic diversity. Faculty, graduate and undergraduate students, and alumnae/i are invited to submit proposals for presentation.
Presentations may represent position papers, reports on
completed research, or research in progress. Topics may include
but are not restricted to women's issues, sexual minorities, issues
of discrimination and prejudice, social justice in the workplace,
stereotyping and gender identity, racial and ethnic diversity issues in the human services, anti-semitism, cross-cultural relationships, social class ad inequality, ageism and sexism, and individual and institutional racism.
The research forum is scheduled to be held in September/October of 1989 and will be open to the Bryn
Mawr/Haverford College Community and the general public.
Each presenter will be allotted 15 minutes to present her/his paper with questions to follow. All {!roposals must include a title
page which includes title, author(s), affiliation, mailing address,
and telephone number. In add1t10n, a 250 word abstract describing the proposed presentation must be included with each
proposal.
The deadline for submissions is May 1, 1989. Send your proposal to Professor Leonard W. Kaye, Committee on Racial and
Ethnic Diversity, Graduate School of Social Work and Social Re, search, Bryn Mawr College, 300 Airdale Road, Bryn Mawr, PA
19010. All applicants will be notified of the status of their proposals by May 30, 1989. If you have questions, contact Dr. Kaye
at 527-5403.

Business Fellow nominee chosen

Haverford Junior Laura Howard has been nominated for
this summer's Business Fellows Program which is sponsored by
the graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago.
Junior Ty Ahmad-Taylor was named as an alternate selection.
Thirty-six rising seniors representing twenty-four of the
strongest liberal arts colleges in the country participate each
summer in this early entry program designed to encourage consideration of graduate study and careers in business among liberal arts students.

Haverford Plenarv scheduled

The second attempt at Havert'Ord's plenary will be held on
Sunday, April 2 starting at 1:00 P.M.

Friday, March 24, 1989

She read some passages from
her most recent work, which is
about the "Chinese myth of the
monkey king who accompanies a
monk on the silk road to India. In
my story he goes all the way to the
new world, to the U.S. in the 60's."
In this book, she explained, "I am
actually writing about my
method ...The talk-story tradition
gives people the stories they need
and can give to each other. This
book is full of suggestions for stories; I leave them for other people, other readers and writers, to
finish."
Although Kingston writes in
English, she "wants 'to capture
powerful
Chinese-American
rhythms, to capture the music of
the language of Chinese-Americans." For this purpose, she said
that "the English language is
amazing [in that) it is so plastic; it
can duplicate the sound of other
languages."
Morante likened the form of
the presentation to the image ·of
the knot maker in Woman Wanior.
"All the strands were there, but
she didn't unravel it. She was
anything but dogmatic." After
presenting her passages, which
Morante characterized as "very
pregnant
and
revelatory,"
Kingston left the meaning for the
audience to unravel.
The way that she intertwined
her books helped me understand
Woman Wanior better," commented Bryn Mawr Junior Thida
Cornes. Bryn Mawr Freshman
Lonnie Lin added, "I know a lot
of the stories she talked about,
and I liked her point that the stories have to change to fit the circumstances."
Morante felt that the talk conveyed both Kingston's gentleness
and her strength. "Everything
was in there," she said, "humor,
energy, and creativity, as well as
dignity and insight into life; both
in her and in her art."

•
Colleges fight computer virus

,,..
by James Hall

Bi-College students to
march

•

Ill

Washington

by Ruth Henson
Staff writer
Women in the bi-College
community and across the nation
are preparing for a "March for
Women's Equality and Women's
Lives" which will take place in
Washington, D.C. on Sunday,
April 9th. The march, which is
being coordinated by the National Organization for Women,
is a response to the "March for
Life," which was held on January
23rd.
At that time President
George Bush reaffirmed his determination to overturn the 1973
Roe vs. Wade Decision, a ruling
which guaranteed women the
right to have abortions.
According to National Organization for Women President
Molly Yard, the purpose of the
march is "for abortion rights and
to raise anew the banner to complete the unfinished business of
the U.S. Constitution by passage
of the Equal Rights Amendment."
The National Organization
for Women hopes that this event
will allow the Bush Administration, Congress, and the United

States Supreme Court to see mass
support for legal abortion and
"equal rights under the law and
reproductive freedom [which) are
basic to the lives of women and
girls if we are ever to be equal
participants with men as citizens
of this country," Yard said. On
Monday, April 10th, the organization is also sponsoring a Congressional Lobby Day for women's
rights in Washington.
The women's center at Bryn
Mawr is coordinating bi-Colleg~
participation in the march.
Women's Center Coordinator
and Sophomore Donna Uettwiller hopes to coordinate transportation with the Haverford
Women's Center. Three buses
and a van will leave for Washington early on the morning of the
march.
"I think it is great that the biCollege community is giving the
students the opportunity to participate in the march. Important
issues are going to be decided in
the near future and it is imoortant that all the people's opinions
be heard," said Bryn Mawr
Sophomore Alison Watkins.

Staffwiter
A computer virus recently invaded the Apple Macintosh systerns in the bi-College community, causing inconvenience to
students and faculty, and forcing
the Bryn Mawr and Haverford
Computer staffs to spend over a
week combatting the virus. In an
effort to protect against further
viral attacks, a new policy of
checking all Mac disks before allowing them to be used in computer center computers has been
instituted in all computer centers.
The virus attached itself exelusively to Macintosh programs,
causing the computers to ternporarily fail or "crash". As a result a number of students lost unsaved documents, and were
forced to destroy corrupted programs. Haverford's Academic
Computing department launched
an effort on~ February 21st to
del~te all infected files. That effort has nearly eliminated the
computer disease from the community, according to Eric Davies,
Haverford Computer Assistant.
This virus, like all computer
viruses, is a program written with
malicious intent. The purpose of
the program is twofold: it tries to
spread itself by copying itself over
into other programs, and it acts in
a malicious way, either deleting
files or preventing them from
working correctly.
The virus code is planted in a
program, and when a computer
runs the program it runs the virus
as well. It has the ability to de-

termine what other files on a disk
are programs. On the MAC, program files look very different
from text files or data files. A
virus can detect whether they are
programs that run, and then corrupt them, causing them to fail.
Each time a computer runs a cor. rupted program, the virus corrupts other files.
Computer Science Professor
Steven Lindell discovered the
virus Sunday, February 19, when
programs he knew to be reliable
began to fail or "crash" on his
Macintosh. Crashing forces a
user to restart the computer, thus
erasing any work since he or she
logged on.
Lindell examined the computer code of the programs and
noticed several lines of foreign
code labeled "NVIR." As the
four-letter labels usually represent words, Lindell suspected that
the abnormality was a virus. He
consulted Eric Davies in Haverford's Academic Computing Department, and after some research, discovered that a virus
called the "NVIR," in existence
for about three years, had invaded Mac systems throughout
the country. They soon found
evidence of a second, much less
prevalent virus, called "Scores."
Experts consider both benign, in
comparison with many of the
cases receiving national attention
in recent months. "We were
lucky," declared Davies.
_The virus cannot spread to the
VAX, Haverford's mainframe
computer, or to IBM compatible

PCs. It cannot infect a computer,
merely the programs. It spreads
itself easily from floppy to hard
disk, however, and thus users can
both introduce the virus into a
hard disk from a floppy or vice
versa. Thus users' floppies became carriers of the virus, capable
of not only damaging their own
programs but spreading it toothers.
Through BitNet, an international computer network that
links academic institutions, Academic Computing obtained utility programs to check for the
virus and soon discovered that
"NVIR" . had infected all the
Macintosh computers in Stokes
Hall center.
The Haverford staff have
found the earliest date of infection on a disk containing a pirated program called "NFL
Challenge." Academic Computing is assuming that the virus infected the community through
this program, but, as Davies asserts, it is impossible to know for
certain. "We are not blaming
anybody, and are relatively certain no one would bring the virus
on campus maliciously.
We
aren't concerned so much as to
how it happened but rather how
to repair the damages."
The sole solution, according
to Davies, was to delete all corrupted programs on the Macs and
check all users' floppy disks to
prevent reinfection. Computer
center assistants began checking
disks on Tuesday, February 21
(Continued on page 4)
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;The World in Brief
by Christopher Weinmann
Staff writer

Confirmation comnletes cabinet

Representative Dick Cheney (~-Wyom.) was easily confirmecfby the Senate, 92-0, one week after the rejection of John
Tower. Cheney has served as Wyoming's sole representative for
the last ten years. He was a member of the House Intelligence
Committee and has served as Minority Whip in the House. Cheney's confirmation completes President Bush's cabinet.

Cristiani set up to win

_

At least 100 people were Killed, including three journalists, as
widespread fightin~ took place between Communist rebels and
the Salvadoran mihtary. The fighting occurred as voters went to
the polls in El Salvador to elect a new president. Early returns
showed the candidate of the right-wing Nationalist Republican
Alliance (ARENA), 41-year-ofd millionaire Alfredo Cristiani,
leading with a majority of the vote. The new president will succeed the ailing Jose Napoleon Duarte, leader of the moderate
Christian Democrats, in June.

Chilean fruit causes scare

The Food and Drug Administration warned consumers not
to eat Chilean fruit after Philadelphia inspectors discovered two
seedless red grapes which contained traces of cyanide. The inspections hadbe~un earlier in the month after the U.S. Embassy
in Santiago received anonymous phone calls threatening to poison Chilean fruit bound for export to the United States. Last
week, grocers pulled Chilean fruit off their shelves and thousands of crates piled up in American ports waiting for inspection.
The poisoning scare has hurt Chile's fruit industry which comprises 10% of the country's exports.

Bomb threat warnings veiled

The Federal Aviation Administration and the British Transport Department have been criticized because it has been discovered that although they had been alerted to the possibility ofterrorists hiding bombs m portable cassette radios, they failed to
make the threats public. They did, however, warn airline and
airport officials. Such a bomb exploded aboard Pan Am Flight
103 last December over Lockerbie, Scotland killin~ all the passengers and crew on board. The relatives of the victims of that
bombing were outraged that the warnings, given privately as
early as Nov. 18, were never made public.

Shuttle nroeram lifts off again

The Space ~uttle'Discovery ended a five-day mission on
Saturday with a flawless landing at Edwards Air Force Base in
California. The near-perfect mission was the third since the
Challenger accident in January 1986 and was the first of an ambitious seven-flight schedule which NASA officials have planned
for this year. While in orbit, the five-man crew deployed the last
of three satellites which will be used to relay communication
from orbiting spacecraft to the surface. The astronauts also shot
film of the Earth which will later be used in a documentary about
environmental pollution.

Conference reunites Sisters
by Lisa Sufrin
Staff writer

Though the ties between the
Seven Sisters Colleges may not be
as strong as they once were, the
Seven Sisters Conference held on
March 3-5 proved that the unique
position these schools hold in the
history of women's education is
not the only bond they share.
Bryn Mawr delegates Senior
Leigh Tamaroff, Juniors Elisabeth Friedman and Julie Zuraw,
Sophomore Sarah McBride and
First Year Students Kalyani
Broderick, Lonnie Lin and Lisa
Pollack met with representatives
from the six other colleges at
Barnard College in New York to
discuss issues related to violence
against women on the Seven Sister campuses.
The schedule focused "more
on forms of violence, because
that's the easiest way to approach
the topic," according to Freidman, and combined speakers with
small discussion groups. Topics
discussed
included
violence
against lesbians, violence against
Women of Color and aquaintance
rape and sexual harassment.
However, one of the initial discussion topics dealt with how to
define violence.
According to Lin, McBride
and Pollack, the consensus was
that violence was anything that
makes one feel as if they have
been violated, whether physically,
verbally or emotionally. Harassment, racism and sexist advertising techniques were discussed.
Although the conference seemed

to focus more on the violence of
men towards women, forms of violence among women were also
touched upon.
One important role of the
conference was to provide a forum for the "exchange of information and ideas," Lin said. According to Friedman, one important area of concern was the different harassment policies of the
schools. She noted that Bryn
Mawr's harassment policy was becoming an issue, largely due to
pressure from students. McBride
also pointed out that it was odd
that Bryn Mawr did not have its
own Take Back the Night March
this past fall to protest violence
against women.
Administrative roles in providing counseling services were
also discussed. Currently, most of
the campuses have peer support
groups to deal with crises, but Lin
felt that it should not be the students' role to counsel each other
and that the administration
should help-in providing services.
The establishment of groups such
is peer groups for survivors, as
well as rape counseling support
groups run by trained discussion
leaders was discussed as a possible course of action. Friedman,
McBride and Pollack pointed out
that services should be made
available to faculty and staff as
well as to students.
Since the seven Bryn Mawr
delegates were separated for most
of the conference, they will meet
this Thursday to discuss how to
(Continued on page 13)

Unlocked dorms invite intruder
by Will Gould
Staff writer

Both the Lloyd and Lunt
dormitories at Haverford were
burglarized last Monday morning
when a man walked into open
rooms and took several items. He
drove off in a stolen car, but was
later apprehended by the Haverford Township Police.
Glenn Normille, Director of
Safety and Security at Haverford
said, "at around nine-fifteen, we
[Security] received a call from
students in Lloyd reporting that
man had made a strange appearance and that they felt he was suspicious-looking."
Residents of Lloyd 12 stated
that five of the six students living
there were actually in the suite at ·
the time that the burglar entered.
They did not apprehend him immediately because they initially
thought that he was from Physical
Plant.
Senior Katya Andresen, a
resident of Lloyd 12, said her
suitemates "saw the guy walking
around, and heard him say 'Oh, I
guess she's not here."' One of the
students confronted the man, who
responded that he was "looking
for someone." While one student
was in the shower, the man entered her room, took twenty dollars, a pillow case, and disconnected her computer, coiling the
wires and placing it on the bed.
He then took two typewriters
from other rooms and placed
them by the suite door.
"What was suspicious initially
was that the student found her
belongings by the door leading to

a

the stairwell," said Normille. "He door [at nine forty-five]. I went
was discovered a second time. into the living room. The T.V.
That's when we were called. Two was on the floor all wrapped up
officers were sent [over] to inves- and ready to go, and the VCR was
tigate."
gone." Mohr said he might have
Officers Shelia Holland and heard someone open his door
Art Catenacci were at Lloyd earlier.
questioning the students when
Sophomore Leonard Rossio
they were informed by custodians who lives in Lunt 11 had been at
from Physical Plant that a man fit- work when the theft took place. "I
ting the suspect's description had came back to my room, and
been seen in the area by North Normille was writing notes in the
Dorms. Joined by Normille, the middle of my room, and Sophoofficers went to North Dorms more Dave [Kim, occupant of
wh~re the man was spotted.
Lunt 14] was pacing back and
"I saw him leaving Lunt with a forth hysterically." Based on what
garbage bag full of unknown be- he was told by Security, Rossio
longings," said Normille. "He said, "it appears as though my
quickly jumped into a red Volvo. room was first. [The man] enHe failed to heed my orders to get tered and probably found nothing
out and identify himself, and in- of value, but he used my hanging
stead drove off."
bag to block the doors open."
Security alerted the HaverAfter the man was appreford Township Police, gave a de- hended, the victims were su mscription of the man and the car, moned to the police station to
and informed them that the man identify their belongings. Among
was driving- along Railroad Av- the stolen items were twenty dolenue in the direction of Haver- lars, a Quasar VCR, an- electric
ford Road.
guitar and amplifier, a camera, a
While in Lunt, the burglar brown sweater and a Soviet flag.
had entered suite 13 where two
Normille praised both the
students were sleeping. He took a Haverford College staff members
VCR from the living room and and the town police who both
coiled the wires on a T.V. set and "deserve a great deal of credit."
left it by the door. He also en- However, he did criticize the stutered a room in suite 14 while the dents involved for being careless.
occupant was in the shower and "As far as lessons to be learned
took a guitar and an amplifier we need to be more conscious of
before entering another room in keeping doors locked," he said.
suite 11.
.
"Locks only work if we use them.
Sophomore <;hns Mohr, o~e Also, it is important that we be
of the students m Lunt 13, said notified soon Report s
· ·
"M
l
ff
.
·
usp1c10us
Y a arm w~nt o at nme- . activity immediately." The outtwe?ty. I ":as m bed half asleep side doors to both dorms had
until security knocked on the been propped open.

•
Students organize
Hunger Dance
by Nicole Lewis
Staff writer

Bryn Mawr Sophomore Stacy
Solman and Haverford First-Year
Student Auren Weinberg are the
organizing force behind the
Hunger Dance to be held on
March 25. Designed to help raise
money for hunger related problems in Third World countries,
students and staff can either pay
three dollars and/or obtain an
unlimited number of sponsors
who are willing to pay a designated amount of money for each
hour they spend at the dance.
The Hunger Dance is being
sponsored by Hillel.
Solman
commented, "Jewish people have
a history of giving money to charity. We want to follow that tradition. Plus, Purim just passed;
part of Purim is to give money to
the poor." Weinberg added, "It
started as a community service
project. We were going to do
some type of "-thon" but a dance
would be more fun."
Both Solman and Weinberg
emphasized that even though
Hillel is sponsoring the dance, "it
isn't religious.
We want the
whole community to be involved."
Sulman added, "We want to make

things like this part of Hillel's
agenda." Weinberg is also interested in making "the Hunger
Dance an annual project." He
added, "Hillel is just like any
other campus organization. Anyone is free to get involved."
The money raised will contribute to two organizations. The
first is American Jewish World
Service, a non-denominational
organization which primarily donates money to starving people in
Third World countries. The second is the United Jewish Appeal,
which, according to Solman, is
"the hub for many charity organizations. UJA gives money to
Jewish and non-Jewish educational services and hunger projects. It gives money to Hillel for
its activities." UJA is an international organization. There will be
additional literature on these two
organizations at the Hunger
Dance.
Sulman and Weinberg are
hoping their efforts will be fruitful. "We're stressing to make as
much money as we can for the organizations. We thought a dance
would be a good way to get people involved...even if people don't
come the money still counts. It's
all going to a good cause."

Solman commented, "People
on these campuses are so into political consciousness. Here is
their chance to do something .
about it." Weinberg added, "This
dance is an easy and fun way to do
something about it. We feel really positive about it."
In addition to the bi-College
community, invitations to participate were sent out to Drexel
University, Harcum Junior College, Swarthmore College, The
University of Pennsylvania and
Villanova University.
Solman and Weinberg have
applied to the Large Party Fund
to help meet the overhead costs of
the Hunger Dance. They are
planning on having an on-campus
DJ., food and a surprise raffle.
The Hunger Dance will be
held in Founders Great Hall from
9 P.M.-1 AM.
Sulman and
Weinberg stressed that even if
people simply come for a few
minutes, it would be a contribution to help aid the world problems of hunger. Weinberg said,
"We're nervous that people won't
show up for such a good cause."
Sulman added, "Three dollars is
not very much money to ask for to
do something about starving people."

Harassment · week educates continued
(Continued from page 1)

.

vealed that "25% [of the students
surveyed] had been [sexually] involv~d with fac~~ty members
during grad school.
After these results were pub~.ished, more studies ~ere done.
The numbers stayed m the 20%
range [of] students involved with
faculty in undergraduate and
graduate" study, she said. "The
official report numbers [of academic institutions] said about 2
or 3%."
The discussion did ·not dwell
on this note, instead focusing on
ambiguous forms of harassment

in the classroom. The concept of
the "chilly classroom," in which
women are interrupted by male
students and professors, or are
. not called on in class, was discussed. Panel members also related their own experiences with
harassment while in college.
According to the information
in the "IQ" quiz, as many as 30%
of all female college students have
"experienced some form of sexual
harassment." Students believing
they are affected by harassment
are suggested to confront the harasser. If this step is not possible,

the student should talk to a dean.
Students may also contact one of
the Equal Employment Officers
on campus; Marilou Allen, Robin
Doan, and Israel Burshatin.
Activities plann~d for next
week include a group discussion
to be held at Lunch in the Dining
Center on Tuesday, March 28.
On Wednesday, a discussion for
faculty, staff, and administration
will be held at noon in the
Women's Center. On both days,
a film will be shown at 10:15 in
Chase 104, to be followed by discussion.
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Bryn Mawr trustees Illeet and make announcelllen ts
by Michon L Crawford and
Jennifer Sawyer
Special to the News

On March 3rd and 4th, the
Bryn Mawr Trustees met for the
third time this year to discuss the
possibility of a chemistry addition
to the Park Science Building, the
raising of student fees, and the
report from the Middle States
Review Committee. At Friday's
Student Life Committee Meeting,
the members of the Board received an overall illustration of
Plenary proceedings explanations
regarding the new Honor Code.
They were pleased to hear that
the undergraduates were able to
obtain quorum quickly, and all of
the trustees expressed an interest
in receiving the revised version of
the Code.
The Middle States Review
Committee's report has been received aind will be circulated on
campus soon. While the self-assessment is good for the College,
the document failed to provide a
set of recommendations by which
the College could work to improve herself.
At the meeting admission figures for the class of 1993 were
presented. The overall quantity
of Admission's applications is
down by 7% from last year's 27%
increase. This year's figure still
represents the second highest
number of applications in Bryn
Mawr's history. There were
ninety-two students admitted under the Early-Decision Option.
The goal this year is to increase
the yield, especially among minority students

THERE IS A

NEW

LSAT
Starting June '89

Limited Enrollment for
June, Oct. & Dec. Tests

The ONLY
Test Training
Designed
EXCLUSIVELY for
the NEW LSAT

For FREE
Information
CALL
IAW BOARDS:'.Test Training

1-800-27 4-7737
Box 7570 • W. Trenton. NJ • 08628

The Board discussed the publication of a letter concerning the
policy on anonymous and overt
harassment. If it is acceptable, the
new policy will be incorporated
into the.Student Handbook with
the names of contact people. Also
discussed was the concern of
some faculty and graduate students about the future of the
School of Social Work and Social
Research. In an effort to assess
the full range of interests regarding the School, the Board
adopted a plan to include a visitation of the facility on their May
agenda,
The Board set the next major
fundramng drive for September
of 1991. Plans are now in motion
for its development.
The
Trustees were delighted to hear
about the presentation of the Ivy
Award to BMCDS as one of the
top ten food services and restauranteurs in the country. Consequently, there will be a black-tie
dinner given on March 18th for
all dinmg service employees.
Additionally, the Saturday
meeting of the full Board brought
new action on many issues. Along
with the addition to the science
building there will be a centralization of all the science libraries.
The date of completion is as yet
undetermined. Other building
and grounds projects concern the

improvement and upgrading of
Pembroke East. At t~e moment,
$2.1 million has been allotted for
the project, which it is hoped will
be completed this summer. The
Erdman roof will be redone, and
work is being planned to either
pave or re-plant the mud paths on
campus.
Another change on campus
made by the Board deals with the
definition .of Alumnae Regional
Scholarships. Beginning next
year, the strongest student in each
alumnae region will be recognized for her academic achievement, thus being named as an
Alumnae Regional Scholar. With
this honor, a student is entitled to
a $1,000 stipend to fund a research project at some point
during her four years at Bryn
Mawr. A distinction will be made
between those students who receive aid and those who do not.
Students requiring financial assistance will continue to receive it;
however, others who are able to
meet the financial requirements
of the College will simply be recognized
without
additional
funding.
The Board also voted to increase student fees for the 1989-90
schooi year by 8.9%, bringing the
figure to $18,600 from last year's
$17,075. This breaks down into an
11.1 % jump in tuition, a 5.7% in-

Board members retire
by Anastasia Dodson
Staff writer

As winter retires, so do two
Bryn Mawr seniors who have
been valuable members of Honor
Board. Eun Min and Kathryn
Freeman are both leaving Honor
Board this month, having served
their one year terms as the senior
class representatives.
Before she became a member,
Min was very curious about the
Honor Board. She ran because
she wanted to get involved in the
community and the decisionmaking process at Bryn Mawr.
For Eun, the best aspects of being
on the Board were the strong
friendships she made and the diverse ideas she encountered.
The hardest part of her office,
she said, was the amount of time
and energy it involved.
But
Honor Board also has a lighter
side, she said, such as when a
large doll was substituted for her
at a First-Year Student Honor
Board
orientation
meeting.
When asked for words of wisdom
based on her experiences as a senior, Eun suggests doing as much
as possible and being active, be-

cause it will eventually bring rewards.
Kathryn Freeman has run for
the Honor Board every year that
she has been at Bryn Mawr. Before she became a member, she
thought that the Board was fascinating, and was excited about its
viability and its success. Now that
she has been on the Board, she
likes the understanding of the
Code that she has developed, and
she enjoys helping other people to
understand the Code better.
The hardest part of her job
has been the time commitment.
She says the latest she has been
up for Honor Board business was
3:30 A.M. Despite the long hours
that she has put in, however,
Freeman is quick to point out
how much she loves Bryn Mawr.
She is especially proud of the
work being done to continue
Bryn Mawr's tolerant atmosphere. She advocates that anyone who is interested, run for
Honor Board. She adds that the
experience of being at Bryn Mawr
is all you need to become an involved member of the Board.

mw

crease in room and board, as well
as a 9.1 % hike in the student activities fee. The new dollar
amount places the college just
below the average mean of the
Consortium on Financing Higher
Education. COFHE is a group of
thirty highly selective schools
composed of the lvys, the Seven
Sisters, and several other competitive colleges and universities.
The balancing factor in all of this

discussion was the 10.53% boost
in undergraduate financial aid,
which will be consistent with
maintaining the average of 42%
of the student body on financial
aid.
The next meeting of the Board
is May 5th and 6th. Any comments or concerns can be forwarded to Jennifer Sawyer or JinHee Kim.

Virus eliminated cont.
(Cor1tinued from page 2j

and found approximately half of
them contained the virus. By Friday, February 24, monitors were
finding only two to three infected
disks per day. Incidents are now
extremely rare.
Since most people make
working copies of software, and
only use the copies, according to
Davies, checking and purging
corrupt programs is an inconvenience, rather than a loss. For pirated programs, however, which
are copied illegally, users are less
likely to have a backup, and thus
they stand to lose the software if
the virus infects it.
Pirated software has proved
nettlesome to eradication of the
virus. Davies noted several cases
where students smuggled pirated
programs into computer centers,
apparently out of fear of confiscation, and thus reintroduced the
virus. "We have a lot of trouble
even conceptualizing that," stated
Davies, "Because it's not really in
the spirit of the Honor Code to
start smuggling things past when
you 're endangering the whole
community that way."

Academic Computing did not
single out any individuals,
choosing instead to institute a
general amnesty. In a memorandum distributed to the community March 1, Dean of the College, Matt Hamabata, and Director of Academic Computing, Ed
Meyers, described piracy and its
effects, and requested students to
bring disks with pirated programs
to be checked, and assured them
of no recriminations:
"The
checker will not delete your files,
nor will ( s)he report you in any
way; instead, a recommendation
will be made to you to delete such
files."
Computer center assistants
will continue to check disks indefinitely. Davies stresses that as
long as computer viruses exist,
Haverford systems will be vulnerable. While some "virus-proofing" programs are on the market,
none are known to be reliable.
For Mac users in the community,
this means an added inconvenience of disk-checking whenever
they use the systems in the computer centers.

Racist banner cont.
(Continued from page 1)

out that that would be about the
time of Martin Luther King's
birthday.
Hamabata stresses that little is
known about the sign and pointed
out that it is hard to know why the
sign was made or who made it because it is "taken out of the context of time and space." Hamabata did state that he'd "be very,
very surprised if it was done by
someone within the community.
Judd is less convinced that the
sign was made by an outsider. He
said that he believes that there are
students or members of the staff
at Haverford who are capable of .

having made the sign. Judd was
also not surprised by the incident.
"Racism exists at Haverford, this
is just a tangible evidence, incidents of racism happen all the
time."
Hamabata also released a
statement about the incident. It
read "The banner is deeply disturbing. It appeared out of the
context of time and space. It it fell
out of Haverford's past, then we
should be deeply ashamed. If it is
part of Haverford's present, then
we should confront it and ourselves. In either case, we must -with all our might -- work against
such dehumanizings sentiments
and actions."

WRITERS ON WRITING
AT BARNARD
Summer Writing Workshops
Afternoon and Evening Classes

· SUMMER
=SESSIONS=
Biochemistry
Chemistry
French
Japanese
Mathematics
Physics
Psychopharmacology

Ann Birstein
f1ct1on

Patricia Bosworth

autob1ography/b1ography

David lgnatow
poetry

Richard Locke
cnt1cal writmg

Hugh Nissenson

Classes begin
June 5, 1989
For Information/
applications:
Division of
Special Studies
Bryn Mawr
College
Bryn Mawr, PA
19010
(215) 526-7350

fiction

Eric Overmyer
dramatic wntmg

Molly Peacock
poetry

June 5-30, 1989
• Limited Enrollment
• Campus Housing Available

(212) 854-7489
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Dmitriyeva discusses transition from U.S.S.R to U.S.
by Rick Roberg

Staff writer
At Collection Tuesday, March
7, Soviet exchange student
Lyubov Dmitriyeva discussed her
experiences
at
Haverford.
Addressing roughly a half filled
Stokes Auditorium, Dmitriyeva,
asixth year medical student at the
Second
Moscow
Medical
Institute, who is spending the
1988-89
academic year
at
Haverford, began by outlining the
exchange program.
According to Dmitriyeva,
many Soviet schools participate in
the exchange program, sending
students to 26 colleges in the
United States. After a month
long orientation period in the
U.S., approximately two or three
Soviets students were sent to each
college. The other Soviet exchange student at Haverford is
Georgiy Grigoryev.
Dmitriyeva admitted that she
really didn't know what to expect
when she left Moscow, her home
city.
She only knew that
"America is a place where it's very
hot in the summer, very cold in
the winter." Moreover, the only
thing that she was told by the
organizers of the exchange was
"take as many clothes as you want
but don't exceed 20 kilograms."

She also thought that America
was filled with "skyscrapers,
crowds of people and streams of
cars." Unfortunately, Dmitriyeva
and the other exchange students
were somewhat -disappointed
when they discovered that their
place of orientation, Middlebury
College, did not have any tall
buildings, but Dmitriyeva saw all
that she had hoped for in New
York and Chicago.
In the end of August, the exchange students left Middlebury
for their own colleges. "Georgiy
and I were lucky to ha\;e been assigned to Haverford," she said.
Dmitriyeva cited the "atmosphere
of community" and the "studentprofessor closeness" as reasons
why she likes Haverford. She was
also impressed by the Honor
Code and the feeling of trust it
creates in the community.
Dmitriyeva added that the
atmosphere in Soviet schools is
generally "more formal."
Dmitriyeva continued comparing the Soviet and American
systems of education. A typical
Soviet students spends ten years
in school, until the age of 17, and
then decides whether or not to
continue his/her education in one
of the professional schools, she
said. Dmitriyeva considers the

Soviet education program more
direct then that of the US;
however, she finds the American
system more personal. Indeed,
she said that she was happy to
take courses other then those
falling within her major.
Being a student from the
Soviet Union, Dmitriyeva was
interested in the attitudes of
Americans towards her country
and people. She said that she
encountered
all
kinds '. of
attitudes--some people being very
positive about the Soviet ·union,
others being "more careful" or
guardedly cautious with their
praise, and finally, those having
many preconceived notions. .In
each case, she continued, every
person that she met was
interested in learning more. She
insisted that we must "destroy
stereotypes... this dialogue is the
best way to destroy them." Exchange student Lyubov Dmitriyeva(/eft), here pictured with fellow exchange
Dmitriyeva also believes that di- student Georgiy Grigoryev, spoke at Collection. File photo
alogue is the only way to further translated means restructuring, commented. In fact, she condevelop the rapport now present she explained. Dmitriyeva con- tinued, although most Soviet
tinued to explain that the reforms citizens welcome the reforms,
between Soviets and Americans.
Dmitriyeva continued by have effected "all spheres of life" some are simply unable to take
discussing the recent changes in the Soviet Union.
advantage of their new freedoms.
made under Soviet premier
The "openness" resulting from However, it is this new "openness"
Mikhail Gorbachev and how they the recent changes has allowed for in Soviet society that helped make
have been accepted in the USSR. discussion and disagreement, her year in America possible and
Perestroika, the name given to something not before found in also the exchange of 60 American
Gorbachev's reform plan, when the Soviet Union, Dmitriyeva students next year to the USSR.

Lesson from Tower affair: Drinking hinders career
by Thomas Wagner

i

Staff Writer
The uproar over President
Bush's choice for Secretary of
Defense,
Former Republican
Senator John Tower of Texas, has
been in the news lately. His candidacy ended in his confirmation
being rejected by the Senate. At
issue were not Tower's qualifications, but his alleged drinking
problem.
An FBI report on Senator
Tower, not yet released to the
public, cites many instances of alcohol abuse to the point of impairment. Conservative activist
Paul M. Weyrich gave perhaps
the most damaging, if not entirely
specific testimony of the hearings;
"over the course of many years, I
have encountered the nominee in
a condition--a lack of sobriety--as

well as with women to whom he is
not married."
Certainly, no one can claim
that the bi-College community is
without its substance use and
abuse. Part of the college experience is being exposed to controlled substances at parties and
through peer pressure, and, consequently, to establish a personal
posture toward substance use.
If alcohol consumption patterns established in college are
likely to affect habits during the
summer, and after one graduates,
it is important that people come
to terms with responsible use. It
is exactly this point that gives the
student group "Achieved Substance
Abuse
Prevention"(ASAP) its purpose. Established three years ago, ASAP uses
workshops, role playing, and

small group discussion to raise
awareness and sensitivity about
alcoholism and substance abuse.
Haverford Senior Jeff Taggart, an organizer of ASAP, cites
his involvement and that of others
in the group as motivated out of
concern for friends with significant problems with alcohol and
drugs. ''I don't think that there is
anyone on this campus who won't
be affected by substance abuse in
some form or another," stated
Taggart. ASAP "provides the
information and highlights resources available to those who
need help or know someone who
does."
The consumption of alcohol
and drugs at Haverford has been
a concern of faculty, administrators, councilors, parents, and students alike. Most would say that

• •
LSAT rev1s1ons
affect students
by Vanessa Warheit

Staff writer
The Law School Admissions
Council (LSAC) recently announced that starting with the
June, 1989 administration of the
Law School Admission Test
(LSAT), the test will contain
some
significant
revisions.
Specifically, the section of the test
knawn as "Issues and Facts," or
"Facts and Rules" will be eliminated, and the remaining three
scored sections will be expanded.
The changes will decrease the
length of the test from four to
three and a half hours, and will
reduce the total number of questions from 116 to 100. The writing sample section and the scoring scale of 10-48 will remain the
same.
This change marks the first
major revision of the exam since
the implementation of the "new
LSAT' in 1982. Since then, the
test's "Issues and Facts" section
has proven to be the easiest part
of the test, and also the most conducive to "coaching".
According to F.X.J. Homer of
the University of Scranton, [in an
article from the x journal],"...testtakers who are able to master [the

Facts and Rules section's] distinctive and fixed format tend to get
almost every question in the section right. Consequently, the
performance of test-takers on this
section has not helped in discriminating among test-takers
and has not added to the overall
predictive validity of the LSAT."
Assistant
Dean
Erika
Behrend, Bryn Mawr's pre-law
advisor, explained that "GPA is
the real measure of success,'' and
that the main purpose of standardized tests is to predict future
grades. She speculated that
changing the LSAT was most
likely an attempt to make it a better predictor of first year law
school grades.
Behrend went on to point out
that, while the test may be slightly
harder for some, the overall test
scores will not change. "A student's LSAT score is determined
by her percentile within the population of people taking the test,"
ply comparative. Making the test
harder doesn't mean that everybody should be terrified."
The new test will include one
other change. The reading passages in the Reading Comprehensfon section, which in the past

have been taken from technical
publications and texts, will now
be extracted from law reviews and
legal journals. This change is not
expected to have much impact on
test-takers. According to Homer,
the most likely reason for the
change is that "obtaining copyrights to materials from law reviews simply is much less expensive than the cost of passages
drawn from other sources."
The LSAT is required by all
American law schools.
According to Behrend, approximately forty students from Bryn
Mawr take the test each year, at
"either the end of their junior year
or the beginning of their senior
year, if they are planning to attend law school directly after
graduation. "There are many
students, though," she explained,
"who don't go immediately afterward, and some of those wait and
take the test later."
When asked if she felt the new
exam would be an improvement
over the old, Behrend replied,
"You can't know until you see
whether or not it better predicts
how a student does in law school - [and that is] something that
won't be known for a number of
years."

some on the wallet.
The perceived social necessity
of alcohol and drugs, and the notion that one cannot have a good
time sober, are elements of the
larger societal problem. Alcohol
and drugs provide the user with a
sense of "grandiosity,'' according
to Webb, which produces the illusion that the individual can do
more while drunk than sober.
For people like Tower and
many professional athletes who
live a high profile lifestyle, 'there
is a "narcissistic sense of entitlement", according to Silas L.
Warner, former head of Haverford's counseling service. In . his
article about the revelations of
cocaine use in professional baseball published in The New York
Times, Warner states that this entitlement allows them to believe
that "they can first bend the law,
then break it." There is a sense
that they earn the right to excessive wealth and drugs which are
not accessible to regular people.

the jury is still out on the effectiveness of the Alcohol Policy, but
it would seem that it has forced
the consumption of alcohol into a
private .realm, out of view of the
community.
Taggart sees this covert consumption as counter-conducive to
the development of responsible
and moderate drinking habits.
"Where before people might sip a
beer casually at a party," Taggart
stated, "now they are likely to
drink faster before the party, estimating the amount needed to_
get drunk."
Success as portrayed in popular culture is rarely without references or images of drugs and
alcohol.
Haverford Head of
Counseling Services Rick Webb
sees the stress of looking for a job,
or of post-graduate studies as impulse enough to push someone
over the line between responsible
use and abuse. Also, entering
into a job after college may bring
financial freedom, making the
high cost of drugs less burden-
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Ka gen delves into the
Undaunted by the academic
presence, writer/poet Jim Carroll
stood in front of the podium in
Founders on Saturday night,
February 25th, his feet struggling
to settle into a comfortable pose,
and proceeded to read from his
novel Forced Entries: The Downtown Diaries:1971-1973.
His second book, followi_ng
The Basketball Diaries, Forced Entries chronicles Carroll's experiences with the merry-prankster
counter-culture peoples of early
'70's New York. Andy Warhol,
Allen Ginsberg, Paul Morrissey,
The Velvet Underground and
other heros of that period wander
in and out of this Diary, leaving
impressions upon the narrator
that are often humorous, subtly
philosophical, and dismal.

David Kagen
With his proudly preserved
"streets of New York" accent,
Carroll, self-mockingly, cited evidence of his matured prose style
in Forced Entries in "well, for example, you got your metaphors,
sustained metaphors, and here,"
pointing, slightly amazed, to the
text he continued, "you got some
alliteration. Not to mention some
French here and there. And well,
as you can see the title of this
chapter 'A Day at the Races' alludes to Marx Brothers film."
"A Day at the Races" accounts
Carroll's girlfriend's (Jenny Ann)
successful attempts at riding his
genitalia {he used a better word)
of crabs. Jenny Ann, bottled the
"said invaders" and then "We took
a long sheet of drawing paper
from Jenny's portfolio and drew a
line down the center. The first
race was the twelve-inch sprint.
We laid down the paper so that
our pubic hair awaited at the finish line, an incentive. My crab
ran like a fix, falling off the edge
halfway through the race. Jenny's
was in tip-top form. He came in
clocked at twenty-three seconds....What a woman, who can
tum an ailment into a viable
recreation."

Hard not to notice, Carroll's
legs wandered from one position
to another appropriately reflecting, in some uncanny way, the lunacy in his readings. In addition,
their movements sketched a picture of a former high-volume
speed and heroin consumer.
Able to reflect on his former addiction with humor, Carroll preluded one chapter by explaining
that he had gone out to California
at a time when he was trying to
get straight. Almost burlesquing
his toils, Carroll remarked that "I
was on methedine... that was a
joy."
It's easy to falsely label Jim
Carroll as a veteran drug and sex
freak from the sixties, a man seduced by the drugs, sexual free1dom and general hedonistic chaos
(do that quote signal with your
fingers) of Manhattan. He's a sixties freak in need of a good tanning, eh boys?
Well, you know... , as I sat in
Founders I tried to comprehend
this man who had experienced
that which uncompromisirtgly
penetrates our psyche --the sex,
the drugs, the pessimism, the
"art'.' and the general "What is
going on and why?" so characteristic of that period. With this in
mind, I suspected that Jim Carroll stood up there thinking to
himself: "These students are a
bunch of freaks."
"Although a serious writer,
Carroll delighted in mocking
himself and other members of the
art scene. In one chapter entitled
"Tiny Tortures'', Carroll details
his one day binge with performance art. In his act Carroll, surrounded by dozens of pensive
artists conducted a relentless war
with a can of RAID against a
cockroach. The inspiration for
this act had appeared to him earlier that morning while "washing
the puke from my chin at the
bathtub faucet, I saw the answer:
a hearty-sized cockroach, trying
in vain to scale the ' slick sides of
the tub."
The reviews were favorable.
Delighted with their obvious gibberish, however, Carroll remarked that the ensuing reviews
drummed up his act with allu-

p~rverted

sions to social problems such as a
"'keen, trenchant commentary
which the piece made on urban
decay.'" or "'a non-verbal demonstration on the horrors of Vietnam." Carroll accompanied the
latter commentary by j;Urtly
throwing back his head in a ·manner akin to a horror-struck Scarlet O'Hara.
Carroll read from some less
innocent chapters of Forced En.- ·
tries in which he encounters the
poet Allen Ginsberg. This chapter, "The Poet and the Vibrator"
,read with a certain esprit de corps
{that's "de spirit of de corpse" to
you and me) delighted or rather,
stimulated the audience. It is a
tale of Allen Ginsberg, and of a
three-speed vibrator so powerful
it needs a cord.
Dramatizing the raw humor
and sexual slapstick of the actual
episode Carroll force-fed this offcolor scene to a humor-starved
crowd. In it Allen Ginsberg tries
out said three-speed vibrator
{hmmm?) and, irresponsibly,
ejaculates all over the room. To
which Carroll, looking down at a
space reserved for Ginsberg, responded, "Pretty good, boss,
that's what I call thrust."
Rows of students doubledover during this reading. However, as many of you know, several rows hosted store-window
dummies who , if I may pick their
brains, struggled with the task of
matching up "ism's" with certain
troubling terms. An acquaintance, Haverford Senior Alex
Crosby, promoting a less analytical view, commented that "they're
[non-laughing peoples] just a
bunch of prudes."
Music accompanyed
the
evening's reading as Carroll and a
guitarist perfornied several cuts.
She was boring. She play each
chord as though earlier she had
been sitting off stage with a copy
ofJohn's Three (or fewer) Easy Steps
to Guitar. The full force of a band,
noted another ally of mine, was
needed to give the lyrics and Carroll's untamed voice their full
hard-core effect.

world of Jim Carroll

Author and Poet Jim Carroll read from his work in Founders Hall File photo

Concert entertains
by Allison Ferenstein
Staff writer

Friday, March third: the musical moron braves the cold once
again in search of the sublime and
the cultural. This time, my quest
takes me to Haverford where
Richard Goode, renowned pianist
and Haverford alumnus, and cellist Robert Martin have gathered for an evening of Beethoven
sonatas. Goode, who has won the
Avery Fisher Prize and a
Grammy began the program with
Piano Solo, Opus #22,.
Until one adjusts to his style,if
one ever does, watching Goode
perform can be a rather alarming
experience. He attacked the
piece, which featured wild
changes in tempo, as though he
had arrived fresh from the Daffy
Duck School of Classical Piano.
During slow movements he
hunched closer and closer over
the key board, his nose nearly
touching the keys, licking his lips
and mouthing the notes in his intense concentration, peering
closely at his fingers through
locks of long, limp, dirty-white
hair, reminding one of Dining
Service's spaghetti attempts. So
intent is he that some wonder if
he is perhaps searching for a
dropped contact lens somewhere

around middle- C.
Suddenly Beethoven goes
staccato and Goode literally becomes airborne, rising , off the
bench, hands launching skyward
and banging back down upon the
keys in his emotion. All of this
high drama in Robert's Hall was
very entertaining, but distracted
the attention from the actual music.
Foe the next piece, Sonata for
Piano and Cello Opus 102, Martin came out to join Goode. Martin looked like every Haverford
alumnus you've ever seen and he
played superbly. Neither the note
of the piano nor the cello dominated the other. Rather, they
fused into a stream of almost
harp-like, rippling notes.
The remaining pieces consisted of Piano Solo # 26 which, if
one shut one's eyes to Goode's
theatrics, was the most enjoyable,
powerful and memorable of the
evening, another sonata for piano
and cello (Opus 69), and an encore performance of Beethoven's
Variations on Mozart's Magic
Flute, notable because its gilded
voice presented such a distinctly
different tone from the forceful
and inexorable pieces that preceded it.

Northwesterp University Summer ~ession '89
Think or swim.

<'

2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, lllinois 60208-2650

'

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session '89 catalog with
financial aid and registration lnfonnation (available mid-March).

Please send the catalog to 0 my home. 0 my school.

Why settle for a grain of truth
when you can have the whole beach?
Mail this coupon, or call l-800-FINDS-Nl; in Illinois, (312) 191-4114.
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Research advocated
Quick, name a resolution adopted at
a Haverford Plenary that actually went
into effect and did not merely involve
the changing of the Student Constitution. We could only come up with two
that occurred during the last three
years. One compels Security to call a
student before they ticket his/her car
and the other was the extension of
hours at the gym, something that Athletic Director Greg Kannerstein said
only required his being asked.
Whether our memory is good or not,
the paucity of resolutions that were
translated into action points out flaws
in the way Plenary resolutions have
been drafted and submitted in the past,
a trend that continues in the Resolutions that are pending for the April
2nd Plenary.
Stupents drafting Plenary resolutions have almost uniformly in the past
failed to talk the member(s) of the
Administration that would be involved
in the implementation of the resolution. ·In the case of the extension of
hours in the gym, discussing the resolution with Kannerstein would have
saved needless debate.
More disturbingly, resolutions are often passed
which have no chance of taking effect,
because there are serious and subs-tantive reasons that the implementation is
impossible, reasons which could have
been ascertained simply by talking to
the appropriate member(s) of the Administration.
Examples of this failure to get all
the pertinent information abound.
Last year's resolution seeking more
time for final examinations was submitted without faculty input. Similarly, a
resolution calling for increased accessibility for the handicapped included no
mention of the price of such modifications. When a student pointed out
these stumbling blocks, he was silenced
by a student body that felt that the

Abroad program criticized

changes had to be made at any cost,
without regard to College finances.
This semester, a resolution calling
for credit for the practices of out-ofseason athletes was submitted without
Kannerstein's comments. The resolution notes that he will be approached
only after the student vote. Students
can not possibly make an informed decision if they do not know all the facts.
Obviously most students feel that other
students should get as much gym credible as possible, but what are the problems with this resolution? It is up to
the authors to find this out before the
Plenary discussion.
The resolution calling for a special
assistant to the Provost to handle minority faculty recruitment is similarly
unresearched. The News has discussed
this proposal with the members of the
senior
administration,
including
Provost Jerry Gollub, who provided information that students should carefully consider before they adopt this
resolution.
According to Gollub, a database is
already in operation, and Haverford
already has access to this source in addition to using other methods of finding minority applicants for faculty positions. Gollub also disagreed with the
student's resolution on the grounds
that it would promote fighting among
colleges for the same pool of faculty
candidates instead of seeking to enlarge the pool.
Gollub's objections do not mean that
the resolution should not be submitted
to the student body. But the pertinent
information from the administrators
involved is essential for - students to
make informed decisions about Plenary resolutions which have been carefully thought out and can be practically
implemented. If students continue to
' fail to examine all sides of the issues
raised at Plenary, our voice will continue to fall on deaf ears.

Apathy questioned
Plenary failed to reach quorum this
semester at Haverford and therefore
the Honor Code is not ratified for next
year. We feel the need to say this because it seems that this has not sunk
into the minds of mariy Haverford students. While last year the Honor Code
was not ratified with a bang, this year it
was not ratified with a whimper.
Has Haverford become so apathetic
that even the failure to ratify the
Honor Code doesn't cause concern.
Last ye_ar the failure of the Honor
Code was the result of specific criticisms of the Code. This year the failure can only be tied to apathy.
It seems that Haverford has ceased
to take the ratification of the Code seriously. Obviously not enough students
think it is important, which led to the
failur~ to reach quor_u~ at t~e first

Plenary.
In being ~o cavalier towards the
Code, Haverford students are playing
with fire. The Code exists at Haverford because the 1 entire community is
convinced that the students are committed to Code and its enforcement.
To fail to show that we really do care
about the Code sends a dangerous
message.
It is not okay to simply assume that
quorum will be reached when Plenary
is re-convened on April 2. The failure
to reach quorum should not merely be
shrugged off as an accident of
scheduling or fate. The students must
take Plenary seriously_ and tl_1e ratification of the Code seriously tcf maintain
the importance of the Code in the
community.

All letters to the editor must

To The Community:
individuals who pursued proI was disappointed to read El- grams in Asia not on the apliot Reis's article about the proved list (which did not offer
Haverford Study Abroad Pro- adequate substitutes) received
gram in the March 3 issue of the partial or no credit. The suggesNews. Since it dealt with none of tion that someone who lived in
the criticisms which I and many Nepal among Nepalis for a
other study abroad veterans have semester would not learn as much
raised about the program, I feel as a similarly qualified student ·
compelled to offer a different living in Florence who in Dean
view.
Mancini's words "spend most of
The Study Abroad Program their time looking at art and
as it is currently structured en- shopping" is outrageous. The
courages mediocrity. The ap- idea that living in Japan for. a
proved programs list is filled with year, learning Japanese and an
programs sponsored by American awful lot about an alien culture is
colleges which have only a limited not a comparable educational exaffiliation with foreign universi- perience to living in Oxford and
ties. Many others are at various studying Chinese language and
British colleges which are facing history from afar (as I did) is
serious financial problems at the equally absurd.
Yet these
moment and have resourcefully judgements have been made. In
turned to the American marke_t as view of this, Dean Mancini's rea partial solution. The problem ported dissatisfaction with. the
with all of these programs is that lack of diversity in student's
the high concentration of Ameri- choices of programs seems hypcans tends to isolate them from ocritical.
the culture of the host country.
A second area in which quesMoreover, the academic re- tions need to be raised is the effiquirements of these institutions ciency of the Study Abroad Proare, by Haverford standards, gram's operations. Under the
minimal. This has been acknowl- current system students pay full
edged by Dean Mancini. The jus- Haverford
tuition
(minus
tification for approving these round trip airfare) when studying
programs is that the experience of abroad in spite of the fact that the
living abroad and getting to know programs usually cost less, often
another culture and society is in substantially so (at least $5,000 in
itself an important educational my case). The surplus is used to
experience.
make the program's operations
I do not quarrel with this. My self-sufficient, i.e. provide a limown study abroad experience, at ited amount of financial aid for
Oxford University (certainly one those who need it and pay for the
of the best programs on the list costs of administering the proand to a degree free of the above- gram. But the benefits we receive
mentioned problems) was a very from this have not been very appositive one and having lived parent. Few people seem to reabroad for much of my life I am ceive financial aid. Moreover,
convinced that getting away from many of us feel that we have gone
the insularity of the United States away in spite of, rather than beis extremely beneficial.
cause of the Study Abroad office's
The problem is that the Study efforts. Going away, particularly
Abroad Program has consistently for an entire year, involves a great
sought to obstruct students who deal of planning, paper work and
wish to pursue more challenging negotiations with department
programs. Last year at least two (continued on page 13)
"'

Workshop to be held
To The Community:
This Wednesday, March 29,
Rabbi Marcia Prager will lead a
Tallis and Tefillin Workshop for
Women. Prager will bring talit
and tefillin with her for participants to see and touch, and will
show us how to put them on. She
will talk about the origins and
meanings of tallis and tefillin,
how to use them in meditation
and prayer, and how they have

P~M.

been adapted by women (by
placing different prayers inside
the tefillin, for example). The
workshop will be on Wed., March
29 from 8 to 10 P.M. in room 210
of Bryn Mawr's computer center.
Prager is a rabbinical student at
the Reconstructionist Rabbinical
Colleg~ and will be ordained as a
rabbi in June, 1989.
Achot
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Differences

•

Ill

A mistake often made by people who are
not racial or sexual minorities themselves is
that racial and sexual minorities all have the
same needs, feel oppression in the same
way, and have common oppressors. Although this is a frequent assumption, it
could not be further from the truth. This is
not even true among racial minorities,
though the locus of oppression for all of
them is race. Different racial groups experience racism differently. For example,
whereas Black people are viewed as dangerous, loud and troublemakers, Asian people
are viewed as passive and childlike. Each
stereotype uniquely shapes both the racism
' directed at each group and the resultant
needs of each group. To further complicate
matters, racial minorities may hold stereotyped opinions about each other.

Jennifer Woodfin
and
Denise Tuggle
Fortunately for racial minorities, they
are not the origin of these stereotypes: the
source is the system of white skin privilege.
Whether we partake in prejudice against
each other or not, we are not the beneficiaries of racist privilege. The Minority Coalition recognized this when it was founded.
The Minority Coalition also made the conscious decision not to include religious and
sexual minority groups for the very simple
fact that there are religious and sexual minorities that benefit from White Skin privilege.
Developing alliances between the beneficiaries of a privilege and those at whose
expense they derive this privilege is very
complicated, much more so than developing
alliances among people who share a common source of oppression. When this is attempted, participants must deal not only

oppression highlighted
with . their own group's internal problems based on Gwen's attempt to make a distincthat strain internal unity, and the problems tion between the historically and globally
_between the two groups that strain unity, pervasive economic exploitation on the babu t the internal problems of the other group sis of race, and the economic discrimination
as well.
that occurs because of Homophobia.
The most widely accessible recent exThis is a deceptive interaction. It is very
ample of this messy situation is to be found important to see the implications of the sitin the February 10 and the March 3, 1989 is- uation. First of all, it makes sense that two
sues of The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College WlDTE lesbians are going to be not as sensiNews. On February 10, Gwen Bonebrake tive to Racism as they are to issues of Howrote an article, the fundamental purpose mophobia. No white person is going to feel
of which was to announce the existence of the bite of racism as keenly as a person of
this column. The News specifically devel- Color. Some make an attempt and are often
oped this column so that sexual and racial attacked by other white people. These two
minorities could share their diverse insights womyn wete s~aking from a position of
and perspectives with the bi-college com- - -privilege that revealed their ignorance of
mu nity at large. Gwen took special care in the mechanisms of racism.
her article to emphasize that the situations
Secondly, this public negation of the
for racial minorities and sexual minorities importance of racism could have been
are not identical. Being a beneficiary of avoided. As this is a small community, it
White Skin privilege, she did not express would have been a simple matter for these
this with the sharp clarity the community womyn to discuss their apprehensions with
has come to expect from people who artic- Gwen. Better yet, they could have talked
ulate such distinctions. It is important to with gays of Color. (Yes, we do exist.) Gays
remember that most of the people on these of Color understand both Racism and Hocampuses who fight for racial diversity are mophobia from a victim's perspective, and
people who have had their entire lives to thus can delineate the similarities and disdevelop an understanding of racial oppres- similarities of Racism and Homophobia
sion, because they tend to be people of much better than either heterosexual peoColor. In this effort, Gwen Bonebrake be- pie of Color or White gay people. But socigan to bridge the gulf between racial mi- etal racism runs deep. Because one of the
norities and white sexual minorities.
mechanisms Racism utilizes to maintain
What she did not count on was the status quo is the creation of the assumption
racism of other white sexual minorities. In that the privileged already know what there
the March 3 issue, two white lesbians wrote is to know, even the most well-intentioned
a response to Gwen which was not so much white person will make mistakes.
a response but a misunderstanding based
In order to "establish a firm foundation
on racial privilege. Their point in writing of knowledge about our differences in pothe letter is summed up in the last para- litical agenda,'' [Mar.3] the two womyn
graph, when they say that they "got the should have started by becoming informed
feeling from Gwen's article, that discrimina- themselves. This is but one example of why
tion of racial minorities is more important alliances between people of Color and white
or more damaging than that of sexual mi- gay people are sporadic.
norities." [Mar. 3]. Their accusation was

South African social plight examined
The public limelight has been focused
on the political aspects of South African
apartheid, which tears apart the land and
its people. We hear about the different
standards of law and justice applied to
different races, as seen by such measures
as the Emergency Law, the massive detentions and imprisonments, and the forced
movements of the populations of towns
and settlements to primarily desolate areas. We try to understand, but cannot accept, how the continuation of that S}'item
is fuled by the fears of the white ruling
majority to lose their economic and personal position, supported by their selective memory of history and myths. In response, we· tend to weigh the pros and
cons of divestment, though give less
though to a more sophisticated approach.

Greta Zybon
Those overriding political issues demand thought and action. However,
more attention needs to be directed toward the personal lives of the Africans
(i.e. the Blacks, since they are the
suffering majority and even worsed off
than the coloreds) How do these people
sustain themselves, their families, and
their hopes for the future? How do they
deal with the ongoing struggle of
obtaining work, food, shelter, education,
and safety in an atmosphere of distrust,
fear, misunderstanding, and clashing
ideas of dealing with the political
situation. There, among various groups
of people, can be found remarkable
strengths, when adversity did not change
all of this into paralysing apathy or
devastating anger. Here we need to
remember that surviva~ depends on the

balance of adverse and supporting factors
in a person's life. Help to sustain the
people in their daily ongoing struggle can
make the difference. In order to reach
those who need help most we must know
the individuals and especially the groups
who are in touch with the people, have
the first-hand insight into their needs and
problem~, and are working effectrively
and selflessly to improve their condition.
By using their expertise we may provide
some help for immediate needs, while
longer-range solutions for the underlying
difficulties are attempted on a political
level.
Examples of notable individuals who
have risked everything to help others are
Mamphele Ramphele, Helen Suzman,
Helen Joseph, Janet Levin, Rev. Russel
Collet, and Rev M. Scott. Among the
groups offering continued help are the
following: Members of each of the professions use their expertness and their powers in thier way. Medical specialists from
big cities, such as Pretoria, monthly drive
all night on weekends to offer their services to the women, children and old people in the homelands through tl!e clinics
of the missions. Lawyers defend the
rights and fight for the lives of the oppressed people in the courts. Institutionally employed professionals, such as social
workers and educators, although legally
required to work withing their own color
barriers, establish their own network of
giving support.
Organizations, such as the Black Sash
(an organization of white women named
for the emblems worn as a sign of political
protest during public events) give extrordinary help to individuals and groups of
Africans whose personal rights have been

violated through the system. In Johan-

~nesburg, for instance, volunteers offer

their help to black people in a complex of
dingy looking offices of the Council of
Churches.
Various governmental private and
church-sponsored groups serve black
satellite towns, such as Alexandra and
Soweto. Living there, irt the midst of extreme poverty and cruelty, however provides the residents with a chance of earning an income in Johannesburg and in industry.
Missions, tended by sisters and clergy,
serve the people in the homelands. In
these primarily barren regions the
strengths and the devastating problems of
black family life are most clearly revealed.
The missionaries work devotedly and with
skill to attend to the most pressing needs
of the poeple for social and medical services, whicl defying any stereotype of
moralism. They offer instruction in such
practial areas as weaving, sewing, nursing,
health care, and teaching. Essentially,
they aim to help people to become selfsufficient. In addition, missions in northern Transvaal are now stressed in giving
aid to the refugees who treck the long way
from Mozambique into South Africa, arriving starving, naked, and homeless.
These arew some of the many groups
of grassroots helpers, each playing a vital
part. Their names are available through
various sources.
The political grind
makes for a dwindiling numbers of
helpers, and many times they are not sure
where the resouces for the next day would
come from. In South Afrcian Americans
are better known for talk than direct aid.
Anything we do may make a difference.

Bunny Rabbit spotted by deans To The Community:
I am convinced that deans and directors go slightly bonkers when they aren't
under severe work pressure. On Monday,
March 13th, Liza Bernard spotted a
bunny among the w6odchips under the
newly planted tree in front of Chase Hall.
By Tuesday, Robin Doan, our animal expert, had everyone convinced that it was
desperately ill. Lois Schultz in the PreMed Office involved us all in a deeply
moving discussion about animal rights.
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And since Randy Milden had not rescued
anyone in several weeks, .she took the situation VERY seriously. Randy first consulted with Slavica Matacic, then with the
deans. We were worried that we couldn't
find Marilou Allen, for she is extremely
good at figuring out complex situations.
Eventually, Randy called the SPCA
When the SPCA arrived to save . the
bunny, it simply hopped away! It was
perfectly healthy. And the SPCA is convinced that we are all perfectly crazy.

Professor Ann McGuire who witnessed
"the rescue," commented that the deans
and directors must be in a period of liminality. Figure that one out.
Matthews Hamabata
Dean of Haverford
Editor's Note: This was really sent to us
and means exactly what it says, although it
may appear to be code for a plot to over_throw
the president, with "bunny rabbit" standing /or
Tom Kessinger.

...

'
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Dear Applebee, I wish to see,
Us write a little more regul~rly.
I know it's tough with work and
all.
And I've had my trouble keeping
on the ball.
But without our contributions
each week,
Our legacies The News just won't
keep.
And this would be a shame to me,
To see no more of Docherty!
Gently nudgingly,
Docherty

Cor P orat1• on
• d
exp1aine
To The Editor:
Your excellent February 24 article on
the history of divestment at Haverford
contains one piece of misinformation
which suggests that a primer on the forrnal organization of Haverford College
may be timely.
The "corporation" referred to was not
a group of students but rather The Corporation of Haverford College, the entity
which in the eyes of the Commo.nwealth
of Pennsylvania is the ultimate owner of
all College property and voting rights. In
practice, the Corporation elects a Board
of Managers (consisting of 6 alumni
nominees, 12 Board nominees, 12 Corporation nominees, 2 Corporation officers,
and the President of the College) and vest
in it the responsibility for running the
College academically and fiscally.
The Corporation itself is a self-perpetuating body of some 375 members,
largely members of the Society of Friends,
but former Presidents of the College and
former members of the Board of Managers are also eligible. It has recently reorganized itself to reduce the number of
members, create fixed terms, and focus on
effectively enhancing the Quaker tradition at the College. It is too early to
promise complete success in this endeavor, but early steps are most promising.
The Corporation has always worked
closely with the Board and the College
administration, particularly in the .nomination process. Possible points of friction
are eased by complementary positions.
For example, I currently serve both as
Chair of the Board of Managers and
President of the Corporation and Dick
Wynn is the College's Vice President of
Finance and Administration and Treasurer of the Corporation.
What your article was reporting was
action by students bringing the issue of
divestment before the annual meeting of
the Corporation in an attempt to speed
Board action. In the event, the Board deliberations already had the desired momentum and the presentation to the Corporation had no direct effect on the process, although members at the Corporation meeting were undoubtedly made
more aware of the issue than they would
otherwise have been.
John B. Jones
President
The Corporation of Haverford Colle9r.

UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA
Research!fechnical Operation
The University is seeking 1989
graduates in Biology and
Chemistry.
The University o~rs research
positions in Med., V.~t. and Dental
schools.
Qualified appli~s can submit
resume to on-campi,$ recruiting
office between Mar~ 29 - April 12.
Recruiting day: Mbnday, April
17 in BMC Career Development
Office.
Moreinfo-645-5174
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Wingate Inakes a pilgriinage to see his name
Yes, you've been waiting a long time
for this moment. ..it's the First Annual
Wingate Awards for Weird, Wacky and
Wonderful Witticisms! These prizes are
given yearly to Fords, Mawrters, government officials and other assorted creatures in gratitude for their strange and
unusual performances on the stage of life.
So buckle your seatbelt and take a deep
breath ...offwe go.
First Place goes to News staff writer
MICHAEL GOLDMAN, who penned
the following line in this newspaper two
weeks ago:
"Lack of student concern about the
pervasiveness of sexually transmitted diseases is evident from the Low sales of condoms from the condom machines on
Haverford 's campus."
Low sales of condoms? Me thinks that
points to a very DIFFERENT attribute of
our college ...
The Second Place winner is former
senator 1BARRY GOLDWATER for his
opinions on the John Tower fiasco:
"If everybody in Washington connected with politics had to leave town because of chasing women and drinking, ·
you'd have no government."
In Third Place is PENTHOUSE magazine, for its interview with the former mistress of Boston Red Sox star Wade Boggs:
"Wade Boggs' longtime girlfriend reveals a world of infidelity, kindergarten
antics, and racial stereotypes...a world
where the first commandment is IT'S
NOT WHETHER YOU WIN OR LOSE
-- IT'S HOW YOU PLAY AROUND."
(Now wait a minute...! know what
you're thinking. No, I do not subscribe to
Penthouse and I never will. I'm a Yankees
fan myself -- my suitemate bought a copy
of the mag JUST to read that interview,
or so he claims.)
The Fourth Place recipient is Pennsylvania Lieutenant Governor MARK SINGEL, who coordinated state efforts to alleviate the drought last summer. One sizzling day in early July, Singel held a press
conference on the lawn of the capitol
building to announce the implementation
of voluntary restrictions on lawn watering, air conditioning and general water

use. As the cameras whirred and clicked,
road with a day's worth of clothing, a
an automatic sprinkler in the background
sleeping bag and a PSFS card in tow.
came alive and began to water the grass.
2 P.M.: Reached Penn State UniverThe worst was yet to come. That
sity. Looked around. Purchased bumper
evening a Harrisburg newspaper broke
sticker and placed on car. Moved on after
the story that government offices were
sumptuous Pizza Hut meal. 11 P.M.:
air-conditioned to a cool 60 degrees or so.
Cleveland. All those jokes about CleveA slice of governmental hypocrisy pie,
land are ill-founded. It isn't such a bad
anyone? On the next day at work in the
town after all. Saw Municipal Stadium,
Agriculture Department, we all noticed
home of the dreaded Indian baseball dythat our offices were quite a bit warmer...
nasty. This Yankee fan quivered in fear.
GEORGE BUSH claims Fifth Place
Couldn't keep up the facade for long -honors for this gem from a campaign
broke into peals of laughter after 29 secspeech in Idaho last fall:
onds in its shadow. Minutes later, am"... Yes, my and President Reagan's
bushed by a teenage gang of drug-laden
agenda has met with a few setbacks. But
skateboarders in a bad part of the city.
we have definitely had sex also.. .I mean
Narrow escape.
SUCCESS ... "
Sixth Place is a tie between two
Haverford sophomores with the following
entries:
College politics is run essentially by
"all those movers and Quakers."
When you call those bizarre "meet-adate"/party line telephone numbers, you
are actually dialing 1-900-GET-A-LIFE.
And last but certainly not least, an
Honorable Mention to last Sunday's NEW
YORK TIMES for maintaining a sporting
sense of humor and printing a "campus
life" article on Haverford's Suitcase Party
-- the story written by our very own Jim
Eichner.
Students here have had one phrase on
their lips all week long: "How was your
break?" It's quite the obligatory query
for those friends you've not seen in an entire, interminable SEVEN DAYS. Most
collegians don't even bothering answering, or reply with an "oh, it was QK" and
walk right on by. I'm going to offer an ex- ~
ception to that particular paradigmatic
Sunday, March 12, noonish. The terexpression and entertain you with a fun-. rain gets · less and less hilly as we go.
filled account of MY spring break, .Qriving along 1-80 at about 200 mph in
the midst of nowhere (i.e. Sandusky). We
whether you want to hear it or not.
Saturday, March 11. Woke up bright see lights up ahead by the side of the
and early and decided to drive out to the road, and slow down to the 65 speed limit.
Amiable-looking state trooper steps out
Midwest just for the heck of it. Ultimate
of his car, points at me for no apparent
destination: the small town of Wingate,
reason. I pull over. He puUs up beside
Indiana, population 374. Hopped into my
us.
trusty old (1979 model) Olds wagon,
"Excuse me, sir, but we clocked you
found a Ford (a student, not a car) similarly inclined towards fleeing, and hit the doing 77 mph back there a ways. License

Rob Wingate -

Johnson searches for guilty
THE GRASS IS ALWAYS GREENER
... AND SO IS THE MONEY
Not too long ago, someone at Bryn
Mawr told me that every lounge in every
dorm on that campus is equipped not
only with a television but a VCR to boot.
(Even if every single lounge doesn't
house a VCR, I did see one and that is
on~ more than I've seen in any of Haverford's so-called lounges.) At first I was
stunned and then I felt jealous. Soon, I
realized that a comparison between
lounges at the two schools is not equitable, for there is a great discrepancy in·
their respective definitions of a "lounge."
At Bryn Mawr a lounge is comfortable,
well-furnished area for studying, socializing, and lounging. At Haverford, a
lounge is generally nothing more than an
optimistically named cellar. The econodecor of Haverford's lounges is not all
bad, as it allows for most post-party cleanup to consist of little more than a good
hose down. But, it is also easy to see why
a VCR or any other college-owned functional piece of technology would be inappropriate in such an environment.
Similarly, Haverford's no-frills housekeeping service challenges students to exercise their wit and physical stamina,
while Swarthmore's veritable staff of servants only promotes decadence and laziness in its students. Though I must
search building after building for a
working vacuum cleaner, Swarthmore tidies up student rooms and launders college-issued bed linens. (It's true: they all
have white sheets with "Swarthmore College" embroidered on them in a smart
garnet-colored thread and they are regularly cleaned by the school.)
Again, where an initial reaction of
envy is common, after consideration, we
can understand that the consistency of
Haverford's frugality is quite desirable. It

should and does serve as a model which
we all can follow: the College has no pretensions, doesn't promise 'more than it
can provide, and doesn't give in to pres- ·
sure from its peers. If we concentrate on
these laudable characteristics of the
school, perhaps we can forget that $17,000
doesn't buy as much on this side of the
Septa tracks.

J eannin·e Johnson ~ ·
SOME GRASS WILL JUST NEVER
BE GREEN AT ALL: A CLASSIC
WHODUNIT
Again this year at Haverford,
makeshift rope fences have been installed
next to walkways on campus to herald the
coming ·of spring. These fences are designed to prevent errant pedestrians and
cyclists from treading upon newly planted
grass seed. The fact that this ritual is annually observed and annually fails may
indicate that, despite the barriers, someone or something is determined to murder the grass before it gets a chance to
live. Who is this insensitive beast who
cannot walk a straight path and leaves

•

Ill

•

Ill

lights

and registration please."
No police cars in sight back there! No
radar apparatus on this guy's automobile!
We were traveling at the speed limit when
we passed him! How the heck did he get
me?
"Spotter plane."
SPOTTER PLANE?
"Yep."
And you thought those signs reading
"Speed timed by aircraft" were jokes. Ha
ha.
5:30 P.M.: Notre Dame University. A
pretty place. Hung out. Purchased
bumper sticker and placed on car.
Monday, March 13. Headed south
through the flatlands of Indiana to my
namesake town, an oasis of culture hours
away from East Nowheresville, USA. Arrived around one o'clock. What a kick!
My oh-so-obscure name plastered all over
everything: Wingate Bar & Grill, Wingate
Grocery, Wingate Post Office, Wingate
grain elevator. Searched carefully for a
road sign to borrow (to be returned, of
course, at a later date). They only had
two. C'est la vie. Ate lunch in quaint
drugstore that hasn't changed since 1914,
when the Wingate high school basketball
team won the state championship.
Later that day, drove east through
Purdue University. Purchased bumper
sticker and placed on car. Indianapolis ... Columbus...Pittsburgh ...Westminster
College. (The Haverford of Western
PA). Hung out with fired White House
staffer; purchased bumper sticker and
placed on car.
Tuesday,
March
14.
Altoona...Williamsport. Surprised fellow
track team member by showing up unexpectedly at his place of work. Mooched
dinner and a beer off of him. Allentown ...Haverford and home at last.
Before I forget, a few words of thanx
to the myriad contributors to this hastily
composed essay: Sophomore Bill Loughnane, Meg Phillips and Will Brennan and
Seniors Pete Nelson and Caleb Meyer '89 .
(for the dinner and violin entertainment),
and Professor R.B. DuBoff.
Rob Hmgate is a Haveiford Sophomore
who hopes to work for AAA when he .grows up

destruction of property

patches of mud where grass once grew? I
have drawn up a list of prime suspects for
the latest of this kind of crime, followed
by a possible scenario or motive, with an
occasional clue. You be the detective.
1. DONNA MANCINI: In defiance of
the aesthetically pleasing but impractical
"Versailles-like" planning of the walkways
around Chase. (Look for Bruno Magli
prints in the sod.)
2. MATT HAMABATA: By taking his
new Harley-Davidson out foi: midnight
joy rides. (Have you seen his brand new
leather riding jacket?)
3. DROVES OF ALUMNI: By coming to
contribute to the College due to the phenomenal success of the latest phonathon.
(It's only a rumor.)
4. TOM KESSINGER: Because it reminds him of his radical days.
5. SECURITY: In an attempt to fulfill an
unauthorized plan to pave the entire
ca.npus.
6. J OWER MERION POLICE:
In
kicking the ground in self-disgust after an
unsuccessful raid of this repu tedly alcohol-saturated campus. (Look for discharged shells around Drinker.)
7. PHYSICAL PLANT: Job security.
8. CHIP AND AL: In their haste to
round up enough folks to meet quorum
for the last Plenary attempt.
9. LELA AND DAVE: In their haste to
round up enough folks to meet quorum
for the next Plenary attempt.
10. JOHN MARKMAN: In his meanderings while contemplating the reality of
the Code in life after Chairpersonship.
11. TAMARA LAVE: As she furiously
pedalled to another secret Honor Council
meeting, I mean, study session, in Hilles.
(Look for "mountain eater" tire tracks.)
12. llM EICHNER: Because it sells papers without being in poor taste.
13. ROBIN DOAN AND STUDENT'S
COUNCIL: As they dragged Student's

Belongings from storage to nearby
garbage trucks.
14. FRESHMEN: In their haste to get
anywhere, as long as it's somewhere.
15. SOPHOMORES: By hurrying to
Chase to find a major to declare that will
allow them to study away next year.
16. JUNIORS: By dragging their feet in
self-pity for not studying away this
semester.
17. SENIORS: By virtue of their impaired sense of direction and balance after nightly visits to Roache's.
18. ARDMORE YOUTH: Because they
would do that kind of thing.
19. THE GHOST OF MORTON THE
DOG: In retaliation for the College's decision to fire DAKA who provided him
with enough leftovers for a lifetime.
THEPLENARUS COMPLEX
Plenary is an integral part of the
Haverford community. It allows students
to come together in a forum to discuss
any and all pertinent campus issues and
to resolve upon certain ideas or suggestions to formally present to the administration. Most importantly, at the Spring
Plenary, the Honor Code will be up for
ratification. Without the Code or some
Code, life in Haverville would be very
different.
Despite the impact that the decisions
and debate of Plenary make on the College, many students forego the opportunity to participate m this democratic exercise of the United Utopia of Haverworld. And, I have to admit, it sometimes
gets boring. It can be a criminal waste of
prime Sunday study time. It can be a torture equalled only by Sunday brunch to
be subjected to listen to long-winded
Fords who like to hear themselves pontificate. I admit that often I need a real
enticement to go, c;o, since this column
(Continued on page 13)
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Summer School '89
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as well as a Dance Center
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as a Second Language.
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BMC candidates state positions and oals
Class of '90 President

1

Bharucha and Lemercier

Cannon and Conway
When I first considered running for class president I realized
that it was a position that I would
not want to try to fill on my own.
I . know that being president of
our class during senior year will
be a draining and heavy job emotionally and physically. Having
weathered the politics of SGA for
the past two years, I know that I
want a partner in this office that I
can rely on completely. This person is Grace Cannon. Grace, as
sophomore representative in
Rhoads South last year worked
tirelessly to make Hell Week the
beautiful and special occassion it
is intended to be. Grace fulfilled
her May Day duties with extra
care and finesse. This year she
has worked to bring Amnesty International alive on this campus.
As co-coordinator and publicity
person she has made Amnesty a
high profile, active and effective
organization.
Grace's quiet
artistry, reliability, high consciousness of class issues and
dogged determination to do her
best at everything she takes up
will make her an outstanding copresident. Toogether I know we
will do a great fob fulfilling all the
political and social duties of being
Segior Class Presidents.
-Martha Conway

Martha Conway is a reliable
member of Bryn Mawr's community. In her roles as 1987-1988
Rhoads South dorm president,
1988-89 student representative to
the faculty and the 1989 co-coordinator of the bicollege human
sexuality workshops she has quite
clearly taken upon herself a
number of responsibilities in an
effort to give more efficiency and
different dimensions to campus
life. I have known Martha since
we were freshwomen and I have
watced her fulfill these various
positions with great committment
to Bryn Mawr. This past semester
Martha has proved to be a critical
member of the community in that
she directly addressed the issues
of racism and pluralism in her
role as representative to the faculty.
Martha has consistently
been an accessible and approachable memeber of this community
who is willing to listen tO student
concerns. In our political roles as
co-presidents Martha and I will
be receptive to the concerns of
Bryn Mawr students and attempt
to address these concerns and the
political issues on campus.
Grace Cannon

Dhanalal and Dupuis
"Meera, the slogan is gonna remind people of a shampoo ad."
"That's ok Elizabeth, we'll work
with it."
Hey Class of '90! You know
' • that feeling after a good, long
shower; you are fresh, clean and
ready to live your day? This is
what we want to bring to our class
co-presidency. Our experiences
range from being customs teammates, to dorm vice-president, to
class co-presidents. These, and
other committee experiences,
have strengthened our organizational, interpersonal, and communicative skills.

Yet, "if you don't look good,
we don't look good" since we take
pride in our class. We Agree to
work towards making senior year
traditions meaningful and memorable. Give us the opportunity to
be co-presidents so we may all
finish our four years with Finesse,
and Coast up those steps to lead
Head and Shoulders above the
rest.
You cannot make a correct
decision unless you have a choice.
Exercise your Flex-ability. ·we
feel your choice should be
Dhanalal and Dupuis.

Good
I am Noelle Good, and I am
asking you to vote for me to be
our Class President. I believe our
class has a quiet strength and
commitment, a sense of balance
and a sense of humor, which
make us valuable members of the
Bryn Mawr community. I am
happy to be a member of the
Class of 1990 and would be honored to represent us through our
senior year. As Co-Traditions

I Class of '92 President

Head I have gained useful experience in organizing and staging
College events. I have learned to
work with the Administration and
other College offices and have
participated in SGA meetings. I
would like to build on these expe-

rie~c:estomakeourse~ioryearas

exciting as we deserve it to be.
Remember when it's Good
it's better! Th~nk you.
'

•

We recognize the importance
Having been in SGA for a
year already, we understand the of organizing class events, and
important role SGA serves in have worked towards organizing
shaping the political and social these this past year. Among other
lives on Bryn Mawr campus. The things, we held the Honor Board
advantage we hold over our op- forum, we upheld traditions
ponents is that we won't have to through the freshman class play
invest precious time into learning and support of Pallas Athena.
how SGA works and therefore We also have doubled our budget
wjll be able to begin achieving through the auction.
As sophomore class co-presiour goals from the beginning.

Pik and Fishman
Although not in the habit of
quoting questionable advertisements, we feel we must borrow
from a Virginia Slims ad {but
smoking's not healthy, this isn't
an endorsement). Here goes:
"WE'VE COME A LONG
WAY." {note the omission of the
condescending "baby") Indeed,
we believe we've made an enormous deal of progress since we
came here as bewildered, burdened {youth is a curse) freshwomen. Now, we're only sometimes lost and occasionally over-

(615) 577-7237

If elected, we will organize
events to unite our class and lift
us over that sophomore slump
through social events, charitable
functions, and bi-semester meetings where we
can get together to voice concerns
and share ideas.
We are very friendly and love
to talk and listen. Please don't
hesitate to call with any questions
or suggestions. {We stay up real
late doing our work.) Jessica at
x5823 and Stephanie at x5838.
Thank you.

Gray and Zatz
We are Courtney Gray and
Karen Zatz, and we want to be the
co-presidents of the Sophomore
class.
Pe1haps you've seen .
Courtney ladling crispy baked
fish in Haffner, or Karen taping
SGA minutes and Far Side Cartoons in Rock bathrooms.
Throughout this year we have
been involved in freshman class
activities, such as the freshman
play, class meetings, and committees. Karen is a freshman representative, and Courtney is a devoted food committee member.
Many times during this year
we have been provoked, challenged, and incited by the ideas
and ideal~ of the community. We

realize that there is no "pluralism to increase class spirit by spon~
panacea"; however, we hope to soring a,ctivities such as: touch
continue the dialogue of this year football in the cloisters, movies
by creating an atmosphere safe and pizza parties in the campus
for discussion. The most impor- center, and a kite festival on the
tant things we can do are to make lawn. Also, we really love tradisure that we represent you well in tions, and we have some nifty
ideas for improving Parade
SGA and keep you informed.
On a lighter note, we realize Night, Lantern Night, and Hell
that there just aren't enough fun, Week.
Both of us are serious people
silly things going on. We want to
work hard to combat this by im- with touches of H-u-M-o-R
proving the "quality of life." Ev- thrown in, probably a lot like you.
eryone needs a break, and we We WILL work to improve your
would like to work on creating lifestyle. We need and want your
fun activities. This is exactly why input. Put your trust in us on
we would work hard to create a March 27 & 28, and cast your vote
"hangout", similar to the Haver- for Courtney Gray and Karen
ford game room. We would like Zatz, Co-Presidents of the Class
of 1992.

Class of '90 Honor Board ·Rep: Arellano
There is a great deal of talk in
this community about diversity
and individuality - as long ~s we
all keep talking, I think we're
headed in the right direction.
Things certainly aren't perfect,
and there is still conflict. Acting
with "respect to others" can be
complicated - a lot of strong
willed individuals living in a
community governed by an abstract ideal of honor is bound to
get tricky at times.
There is one thing I know
about the Honor Code...its not

simple. That means I know I have
to be prepared to listen: It also
means I know that I can't make
any assumptions about what
other people think and do.
As a tour guide for the admissions office, I am always particularly proud of explaining the
Honor Code and the way I have
benefited socially and academically from living in a community
that is not limited by lists of rules
and regulations. I have realized
the Honor Code is much like anything else - it requires attention

and effort to remain effective. I
am running for the Honor Board
because I want to put my energy
into keeping the code vital, important and understandable.
As it is not possible to communicate all of the reasons I am
participating in this election in a
short candidate's statement, I
would like people to talk to me
and ask me about things that are
important to them. I live in Denbigh {room 221) and my phone
extension is 5550.

After having been at Bryn

Admissions, I would consider
both my impressions of Bryn
Mawr and also the opinions and
views of the community. As a result of my background before
BMC and also out of bein& here
for three years I think I can recognize characteristics in women

that can make Bryn Mawr a
stronger community. Please feel
free to ask me questions if you
have any. I'm listed in the
Finder's List and am always in the
Cafe. Just look for the woman
with tons of ·bracelets. and lotsa
black eyeliner!

Rep to Board of Admissions: Rees
M~wr for almost three years, w~at
I hke most about our community

is the incredible variety of
women. Before coming to Bryn
Mawr I went through four different. school systems {in Iran,
Puerto Rico, The Philippines,
and Connectic~t). Having been
under such vaned school systems
and lived in sch different cultures,
of activities for the Bryn Mawr
The Athletic Association is al- community. The vice-president is I can ~nderstand that women
ready exdted about the upcoming specifically responsible for pub- · come to college with different
year. It's member_s which include; licity, but works with all of the academic and social expectations.
dorm-representatives, team cap- Association's members to serve Bryn Mawr's variety makes life intains, and elected officals, work the student body. I want to keep teresting. Just think how boring
hard to continue providing plenty _the Bryn Mawr community in- Bryn Mawr would be if it were
comprised of 1200 women who all
formed of our events and encour- had the same social, political and
age participation. I hope that I ideological views. While these
MAKE LOTS OF$$$$
can count on your support for this differences often cause pain and
election, and even more impor- confusion in our community, they
BECOME A COLLEGE PRO ltantly for your creative ideas and also, I believe, make us reexamine
suggestions next year. Thank you. oourselves and help us grow. And
PAINTER!
loPEN TO STUDENTS IN THE .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, isn't college all about personal as
$EASY MONEY!!
well as academic growth?
MAIN LINE AREA.
Being Rep to Admissions
I WILL PAY $25 FOR YOUR
BANK ON GETTING A TAN
would offer me the opportunity to
PHONE BOOK.
THIS SUMMER!
CALL LEE RAMSEY COLLECT give back to Bryn Mawr as much
CALL 1-800-327-2468
as it has given to me. As Rep. to

Athletic Association VP:
Demeo

whelmed.
Seriously, as individuals we
are a committed and respected
part of this community.
As
sophomore co-presidents, however, we would have more formal
and direct access to SGA life. We
are hard-working, responsible,
conscientious, and have a
sprightly sense of humor. We are
also very compatible, but certainly not interchangeable -- we
complement one another well buj
aren't afraid to question each
other's opinions.

dents, we will try to keep up the
'92 class involvment with politics
on campus (an example of this
was the freshman turn-out at Plenary). We will work towards fulfilling our big responsability in
making hell week as painless and
successfull as posible. We will
also support continuing traditions and will try to unite the '92
class in as many events as possible.

Class of '91 Songsmistress: Henigin
Do you dread the moment
when the senior songsmistress
calls out "Sophomores, Parade
Night Song"? Well, I do too. I'm
afraid there is nothing we can do
but grin and sing it. But I can
promise you that if you elect me,
Linda Henigin, class of '91
songsmistress, I won't let Sophias
drag like your least favorite lab
lecture. I will bring enthusiasm
and a sense of rhythm to our class.

I have musical experience dating
from the Hawaii Children's Chorus to the Bryn Mawr-Haverford
Chorale, and leadership experience from running a newspaper
crew and from supervising in the
dining halls. I would love to lead
our class in song. So for a new
face, fresh enthusiasm, and a
sense of timing, vote for Linda
Henigin for '91 Songsmistress!

Class of '91 Songsmistress: Stengel
I feel that I am a well-qualified candidate for this position.
Founding the Night Owls, BMC's
new a cappella group, tested my
ability to organize and motivate a
musical group. Of course, my
being in the Chamber Singers
'

Chorale, and my years of musical
training will also help me in this
position. Bryn Mawr's traditions
are a special part of our college
life and I would like to make
them that much better for next
year's junior class, from Parade
Night to May Day.
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Haverford shuffles housing to improve cultural life
(Continued from page l)

had French House. (Dean] Matt
Hamabata was really key in
helping us. It [nominating an
Asia House) was an important
step for this institution because it
is a recognition of Asian students
as a minority and it gives us the
same political power as BSL."
Nogaki stated ASA's plans for
Asia House: "We are shedding
our silence. We are no longer a
quiet minority and now that we
have this house we plan to take
other steps like [calling for] more
courses, more facul ty and [seeing
about] an Asian-American Studies concentration."
Hamabata adde·d that he i.
excited about the plan and he sees
it as contributing to the already
vibrant Asian Studies program at
Haverford.
While French House used to
be a quiet house, Asia House will
not be designated as such. Doan
expects that consideration for the
professor who occu pies another
part of the house, Michael Sells,
will continue. "Things like not
blaring stereos after a certain
time I expect will be worked out
with P rofessor Sells."
The second set of changes
concern Drinker. D oan explained
why the decision was made to locate the Peer Educator's Room in
Drinker. She stated that because
of the lack of space on campus it
was difficult to find a place to put
it.
A room in Drinker was
chosen, although it doesn't have
the J>rivate . access which would

have been ideal. "Drinker was the
best solution because it is a fairly
large house with eighteen people
in it, fairly centrally located.
Taking that room out, we are not
losing as good a living space as
taking some other double that
was better real estate."
The other change in Drinker
is that co-ed groups will be given
priority this year. Doan stressed
that this action was taken to make
the point forcefully that the perception of Drinker as a male-only
dorm has to be broken. "The
philosophy of Drinker is a relatively new one. It had evolved
that way; it had not been a policy
change by anybody. It perpetuated itself and certain students
felt that they couldn't vie for it.
[This change in Housing policy
attempts to) bring Drinker back
into the mainstream of campus
housing. We are giving priority
to co-ed groups this year to break
the pattern. Drinker isn't the
special domain of any one group."
Doan stated that it was important to "break the pattern because
we had women who felt intimidated, and co-ed groups and
groups ol men who would have
gone for Drinker but felt that
they couldn't. Even men who did
not fit the role of what kind of
people lived in Drinker also felt
intimidated applying to the
house. A very nice house was
perceived to be off-limits to most
of the student body."
Doan said that the gesture of
preference to co-ed groups was

extended to "say: look--this is for nating a house for a special inter- HP A had no individualism. The
everybody; anybody can go for it." est group. "Houses seem to be third section of Leeds was chosen
Doan believed that if the gesture important for groups that have because it can be closed off from
had not been extended, the ad- courses or concentrations [in the other sections, it has individministration's stance on the issue their interest] like the Spanish ual rooms and we are not taking
may not have been as believable. major and Afro-American and away any special housing.
It
She said, "this way we are putting Asian courses. [For instance] we seemed reasonable."
it in capital letters; we are saying don't have a Gay curriculum.
Senior Randy Painter Said "I
Houses also sponsor social events know some students who feel that
read our lips!"
President Tom Kessinger to educate the rest of the commu- they will be living in very close
echoed Doan's sentiments. He nity and are important for the quarters with people who they
might not get along with [in third
pointed out that it is only recently people to get together."
The third major concern of section Leeds}. I don't know,
that Drinker has been used as
residential housing and ·that in · the housing program reshuffle Yarnall has never been a social
the past Drinker was the resi- this year is that the third section hub for me and my close friends.
dence of the President. He added of Leeds is being offered as alco- It is a little more conducive to
that it is important to limit "self- hol-free housing. Doan explained alcohol-free housing."
Marks added, "As a rising seselecting segregation" of groups the difficulty in finding a place for
on campus. Hamabata stated that this important housing option. nior, I apologize [for giving up
in the past Drinker has been hard "We had to have single rooms to Leeds]. I was sorry to give up
to fill and that he hopes by give the individuals some sense of Leeds but we really didn't want to
stressing that a co-ed group live isolation and alcoholics need a take it. If anybody has any better
in Drinker the applicant pool will place where they would not be in ideas we'd welcome them. We
contact with alcohol. It had to felt that it is important to have
be enlarged.
alcohol-free housing and there
Junior Betsy Marks, Co-Chair have its own entrance."
Doan said that the decision to are other spaces like this (Leeds]
of the Housing Committee, made
the point that "it is still possible use the third section of Leeds was on campus. [The only alternative
for men to live in single sex a compromise and not a cele- was] 710 which is prime senior
housing. They could get two floor brated solution. "Yarnall was housing with kitchens and more
groups and take out an HPA needed as a social house, 710 is a unique."
building or a Lunt floor group." special house for semors and
She said that "it's not that we disapproved of it [Drinker] being a
fraternity type house, but we had
complaints that many other men
and women weren't open to it.
There may well be the same people living there next year but we (Continued from page 10)
everyone else because no one
want to open up the application
seems to lend itself t<J lists could possibly have more work
process."
this week, I give you a few simple and more extracurricular comMarks explained the Housing reasons why you should go to the
mitments than you, and yet you
·committee's criterion for desigsacrifice your Sunday of labor to
upcoming Plenary:
1. We get to harass Lela and go to Plenary while the rest' of
Dave for the first time in their those academic wimps think
presidential lives.
they're really sweating it out at
2. Fortunately or unfortu- home.
nately, it is one of the biggest
5. You'll feel your Jewish,
school functions on campus, Protestant, Catholic, Quaker,
drawing more people to it than Muslim, Buddhist, or general
any Gummere party in Haverford Fordian guilt most painfully if
tential benefits which fostering a
you don't go.
more supportive, corporate rela- history.
3. Despite the crowd, it is a
6. Because, like eating oat
tionship within the Program have
more quiet environment for study bran, it's the right thing to do.
been lost.
than Magill ever will be as long as
Jeannine Johnson is a Haverford
Perhaps I am too critical.
freshmen are allowed in the li- junior who has a Jew kind words for
Maybe those who follow more
brary.
everyone
conventional programs have less
4. You get to feel superior to
problems. But the reason for
having a separate Study Abroad
office is to maximize the quality
of the experience and minimize (Continued from page 3)
the week" to provide an outlet for
the administrative complexity of bring the knowledge they gained reactions to violence against
entry.
The Haverford Study from the conference back to the women expressed in advertising,
Abroad Program, by encouraging campus.
the instituting of a violence log to
students to take the least chalThe conference discussed the record incidents and the providlenging and most accessible pro- coordination of the April 9th ing of wallet size cards to students
grams, seems to hardly justify its march on Washington so that the that list emergency numbers.
cost. I believe that Haverford Seven Sister Colleges can march
In
all,
Friedman,
Lin,
needs this program, but a review together, the starting of a newslet- McBride and Pollack felt the
of its aims and operations is des- ter to keep students up to date on conference was a valuable experiperately needed.
the important issues on the other ence, "an intense weekend with a
campuses, the creation a "pig of filled agenda," according to Lin.
Richard S. Horowitz HC '89

Johnson Continued

Study abroad letter continued
(Continued from page 8)
her when she visited Oxford last
heads. Transferring credits af- year. In participating in informaterwards virtually repeats the tion sessions this year for interprocess. The Study Abroad Pro- ested sophomores I was bemused
gram is not supportive. On the to discover that Dean Mancini
contrary, at least some of us was far more interested in imabroad last year felt extremely pressing upon her audience her
vulnerable to apparently arbitrary own view of what studying at Oxdecisions affecting credit transfers ford was like than listening to our
by those in charge Qf the Pro- own {often very different) experigram, a feeling encouraged by re- ences. The criticisms which I
peated reminders of this from made of the Study Abroad ProDean Mancini.
gram in my written evaluation of
Perhaps most frustrating of all my year at Oxford were shrugged
is Dean Mancini's refusal to learn off as a result of Dean Mancini's
from previous students experi- absence my sophomore year--but
ences. The problems which my- my dealings with the Program in
self and others had in obtaining the last two yeats convinced me
credit and appropriate evalua- that this is not the case. This attitions for our trancripts would tude has resulted in an anhave been obviated had Dean tagonistic relationship between
Mancini followed up on the con- returned Seniors and Dean
cerns which two of us expressed to Mancini. Consequently the po-

::.. ..-~
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CONCERTS
3/25 Swarthmore College presents Jazz
composer and alto saxophonist Henry
Threadgill will perform with the Henry
Threadgill Sextet. 8:15 P.M. Lang Concert Hall. Admission free and open to the
public.

Alumni of Swarthmore College Gospel
Choir will perform a special reunion concert as part of Black Alumni Weekend.
Friends Meeting House @ 1:30 P.M.

ART EXHIBIT

3/31 Swarthmore College presents Arne
Running conducting the Swarthmore
College Orchestra in works by Schubert,
Prokofiev, Handel, and Pulenc @ 8:15
P .M. in Lang Concert Hall.

4/1 . Swarthmore College presents the
Spnng A Capella Jamboree. Time@ 8:15
P.M. Lang Concert Hall.
-

3/24-4/2 Haverford faculty members
Charles Stegman and Deborah Richet
will have their artwork display in the
Comfort Gallery. Regular Gallery hours
are 2-6 P.M. Th-Su.

3/24-4/23 The Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts Morris Gallery presents
Michael Harnett New Paintings. Gallery
open Tu-Sat 10am-5pm, Su 11 A.M.-5
P.M.

PARTIES
3/25 The Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts presents "Cloudy with a Chance
of Meatballs" a still life workshop where
families will work with clay to create real
and imagined still lifes. Admission $1.50
for kids and $2.50 for adults. Info call
@972-7608.

MOVIES
3/24 The Roxy Screening Rooms present
PARENTS. Showtimes 6 P.M., 8 P.M., 10
P.M. Matinees are at 2 P.M. and 4 P.M.
· General admission is $5 seniors $3. Info
922-1014.
4/1 Villanova's Cultural Film Series presents WINGS OF DESIRE @ 7 P.M.
Admission is $2 students/seniors. $3.50
for public

4/1 Haverford College presents its first
SPRING FORMAL 10 P.M.-2 AM. in
Founders Great Hall. Admission is
FREE. Welcome the Colors of Spring
with a live band, DJ, and lots of dancing.
Proper Attire is requested.

4/1 Sophomores are invited to a Sophomore Banquet in Founders Great Hall
from 8 P.M.-10 P.M. This is our version
of a Sophomore Slump Dinner. Come
enjoy a buffet and entertainment for
FREE. It will be a time for us to do some
Class Bonding so please join in the fun.
Proper Attire is requested.
3/30 Senior Cocktail Hour. Location and
Time to be announced.
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Rothstein schmoozes about the big party
March MadnGss is well under eightf before falling to Southern given bids to the tournament, and
way, and it's been really easy to Maine. The tournament featured while it's easy to see the logic in
get all wrapped up in it. I mean Trenton State, led by standout this, I don't really think it makes
let's face it, what better way to guard Gary Grant, who set Div. sense. Sure a lot of the Cinderella
waste Spring Break than veging III records with a 30.7 scoring av- teams wind up in boring uneven
out in front of the tube watching erage, and 1044 points this sea- matchups in the later rounds- see
ESPN's quintuple-headers of first son, and broke a New Jersey state Duke vs. Minnesota- but in the
round college basketball action. record with 2611 career points- early games, they add excitement.
While all this has been going on passing former Princeton and
though, the Division III tourney "Knick star Bill Bradley (he's in
has been going on largely over- politics now or something, but
looked. The Ford's conference that pales in comparison with his
sent three teams- Washington, earlier achievements). Trenton
F&M, and Susquehanna- to post- State came in with a 30-2 record,
·season play (and basketball coach but was upset in the champiDavid Hooks commented that the onship by Wisconsin-Whitewater,
conference coaches were suprised in a su prising 94-86 game.
a fourth wasn't selected as well)
Getting back to the big party,
where they fared reasonably well.
some people have been suggestF&M knocked off the other ing recently that the NCAA cut
two en route to the round of down on the number of teams

Michael

Rothstein

Some of the best games in the
opening rounds were played by
Princeton, Siena, Mid. Tenn St.,
and South Alabama, and if the
top seeded teams can't survive the
games with these guys, then they
don't deserve to be in the Sweet
Sixteen: Remember, Nova wasn't
even supposed to reach the Final
Four in 85, and their upset of
Georgetown was one of the best
championship games ever.
Moving on to baseball, isn't it
wonderful the way Fate has such a
great sense of irony- while the
Yankees desperately search for
some righty power hitters,
wouldn't they just love to have a
guy named Jack Clark back. And
after Bart Giamatti gave brushback pitchers such a hard time,

the NL now has a commissioner
who believes that batters have to
backed off the plate every now
and then.... Did anybody notice
that Margo Adams was arrested
again in California trying to
shoplift a $250 coat- Boggs sure
knows how to pick 'em doesn't he.
The Red Sox shouldn't be bothered too much by that whole deal
though- most of broke last season
anyway- and they'll take the division (if losing Hurst doesn't demolish their pitching too much),
along with Oakland, the Dodgers,
and the Mets- I don't think all
four teams have ever repeated,
but this year it looks like a good
bet. Oh, and by the way, take Missouri over G'Town for the hoops
championship.

•

Bi-, College spring sports previews continued
petitors Jennifer Gourley ana
Elisabeth Schainker in the sprint
events, Amy Hanson at the middle distances, Jessica Rogal in the
distance events, and Heidi Olson
in the javelin.

Haverford Women's Track
Coach: Jii;n Caldwell
Runners to watch: Junior Tamara
Lave, Sophomores Liese Van
Zee, Sara Greendlinger
Key Meets: Swarthmore, MAC
Championships
Coach's comments:
The 1989
Women's Track Team has the
potential for a fine season.
Caldwell says that this is the
largest team that he has coached
during his tenure at Haverford.
Caldwell also said that his goals
for the team this year are modest.
He would like the team to have a
winning record in their dual
meets and to have a good number
of athletes qualify for the MAC
Championships.
The leader of the track team
this year is Lave. Lave this winter
had a very impressive indoor season, including a new school
record in the two mile run. Lave
will run the 1,500 and 3,000 meter
events in dual meets this year.
However, the Fords need solid
performances from other experienced athletes on the team.
Another important performer
returning from last year Liese
Van Zee. Last year as a first-year
student she ~ made the MAC Finals in the shot put. This year she
will be competing in both the shot
put and the discus.
Also returning this year Sara
. Greenlinger. Last year she also
qualified for the MACs. This
year she will be running with
First-Year Student Erika Bruner
in the 100 and 400 meter hurdles.
However, the Fords are also
hoping for support from their
new athletes. Some of these new
athletes include first-year com-

Haverford Men's Track
Coach: Tom Donnelly
Runners to watch: Junior Seamus
McElligott,
Senior
Robard
Williams, First-Year Student
Matt Leighninger
Key Meets: Swarthmore, Penn
Relays, MAC Championships
Coach's comments: The Men's
Track Team, coming off a very
successful indoor season is
hoping that this success can be
translated into victories during
the outdoor season. The Track
Team's major goals for this
season
include
beating
Swarthmore in their dual meet,
qualifying as many athletes as
possible for the NCAA's, and
winning the MAC Championships. Coach Donnelly believes
that the third goal, winning the
MACs is possible if the team has
a good season.
However, to do well this season, the team is going to need
solid performances from everyone
on the team. McElligott is the
Fords leading distance runner,
coming off an excellent indoor
season which was climaxed by his
being named All-American for
his performance in the 5,000 meter run. However, there are several other long-distance runners
who will have an impact this season, including Sophomore Tom
Stalnaker and First-Year Students Elliott Frieder and Tuomi
Forrest.
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In the middle distance events
the Fords are strong with three
excellent runners. Leighninger
placed 7th at the NCAA's at
Bowdoin College with a time of
3:55 in the 1,500 meters. He will
be joined by Sophomore Eric
Marsh -and Senior Caleb Meyer,
both of whom ran well during the
indoor season.
In the sprint events the Fords
are led by Williams, who spent
much of the indoor season hobbled by an ankle injury. Other
sprinters who are expected to contribute this year are Sophomores
James Reingold and Andy Cohen.
Iq. the field events two seniors
will be making a lot of noise for
the Fords. In the shot put and
discus events, Scott Burns is expected to perform well, while in
the pole vault Ander Pindzola is
expected to repeat the strong
performances he turned in during
the indoor season.

Haverford Men's Tennis
Coach: Albert Dillon
Captains: Senior Wes Yokoyama,
Steve Resnick
Key Players: Sophomores Andy
Jewel, Eric Rosand, David Plaut
Key Matches: Boston University,
Washington, Swarthmore
Coach's comments: The Men's
Tennis team just returned from a
Spring Break trip to Florida
·where the team went 4-0, with
victories
over
WisconsinOshkosh, St. Francis, and Liberty.
The team has since dropped a
·match to Villanova but Dillon
said, "I'm quite pleased with our
performance so far.
All the
players turned in good solid
performances."
According to
Dillon the Fords are ready for a
good season.
The team is led in singles by
co-Captains
Yokoyama · and
Resnick and by a strong group of
Sophomores. The leading doubles pairs are Yokoyama and
Jewel in the number one spot and
Resnick and Rosand in the number two position. The team competes in the Middle Atlantic conference and while it hasn't yet
played any MAC teams, Dillon
said they will be tested when they
open league play against nationally ranked Washington College.
Dillon said, "The squad is playing
well," and he is looking forward to
several quality performances.

Caleb Meyer and Tom Stalnaker are prepared for Haverford's spring track
season. File pho~o

•
Triathlon coming
The new date for the Bryn
Mawr Athletic Association's
Team Triathlon is fast approaching. The Triathlon was postponed
from the fall for reasons of safety,
and will be held Sunday, April 2.
(No new entries will be accepted)
A challenging new bike route has
been developed, and the Athletic
Association organizers are hoping
for sunny weather. A very important concern is safety, and the Association needs at least 35 volunteers from the community to
monitor both the biking and running routes. If you are interested
in being a part of this exciting
display of athletic skill and en-

durance - Volunteer! Please contact Athletic Association President Julie Zuraw C-292 BMC and
attend the volunteer training session next Wednesday, March 29 at
8:00 P.M. in the BMC upstairs
gym.

The annual Solo Triathlon will also be held in April on the
same route as the Team
Triathlon. (Entry form below)
Entries are also waiting for interested athletes at the BMC front
desk and will be accepted until
next Thursday, March 30. This 50
length swim/14.5 mile bike/4 mile
run event will be held Sunday,
April 23.

BMC TRIATHLON ENTRY FORM

Mailing Adress._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Compiled by
the sports staff
Club previews next issue

Phone # _________ Sex,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Entry Fee $8 Checks payable to Bryn Mawr College Athletic
Association
Send Checks to Julie Zuraw' C-292 by March 30.
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Bi-College sports teams prepare for spring seasons
Haverford Women's Lacrosse
Coach: Deborah Gallagher
Captains: Seniors
Everett,
Preetika Sidhu
Key Players:
Juniors Debby
Freedman, Hannah Morgan
Key Games: Drew, Johns Hopkins,
Ursinus,
Bowdoin,
Millersville, Hofstra

Gallagher cited almost half of
the team's 16 games as key games.
She said the game against
Swarthmore would also be important because of the intense rivalry between the schools. The
coach expects the veterans on the
team to be very helpful in providing leadership. Of Captains
Everett and Sidhu, and other veterans Freedman and Morgan,

The Women's Lacrosse team
opened its regular season this
past Wednesday against Division
I Villanova. The team lost that - Haverford Baseball
game 10-6 but Coach Gallagher is
hopeful about the rest of the sea- Head Coach: Greg Kannerstein
son. "I 'hope we will be strong (13th season)
contenders in the MAC," she said, Pitching Coach: Ed Molush
adding, "we cart be in every single Captain: Senior Mike Petrone
game down to the wire." Gal- Players to Watch: Sophomore
lagher noted that the team has Chaon Garland, Senior Anthony
been very strong in the past few Traymore, Junior Dan Crowley
years and several times made the Up and Coming: First-Year StuMAC finals and received bids to dents Josh Byrnes, Ashby Jones
the NCAA tournament. She says Key Games: Swarthmore (Apr.
that the players are enthusiastic 15), Johns Hopkins (Apr. 22)
Veteran
coach
Greg
about trying to continue this tradition and have been working Kannerstein believes that this
year's team is "the hardest
hard as a result.
working group [I've] had, who
have a good sense of unity and
purpose." The 1988 team, which
. Haverford Men's Lacrosse
went 10-15 and finished fourth in
cOach: David Hooks
Captains: Seniors Steve Miller,
Caleb Shephard, and Kyle Danish
Key Games: Swarthmore, Drew,
FDU
Coach's comments: Coming off a
6-12 record, which featured their
first
ever
victory
over
Swarthmore, the Men's Lacrosse
Team is gearing up for another
season. The Fords are led by
Miller, Shephard, and Danish,
and have a strong core of upperclassmen. Coach David Hooks is
confident about the team, and
feels that "if we play hard," a winning season, the first ever for the
team, is an optimistic but reasonable goal. With a number of key
home games, Hooks feels the
team can do well against MAC rivals Drew, FDU, and Swarthmore, and challenge for the playoffs.
Because of a limited number
of players, there are few first-year
students on the team, there will
be ·no junior varsity team this
year, and the coach commented
that recruiting, both among current and prospective students,
will be important over the next
few years to keep the team competitive. Contrary to what Hooks
sees as the trend in collegiate
lacrosse, the Fords will use an uptempo style of play, and keep the
games fast-paced.

PLAYER OF THEWEEK
Seamus McElligott
and
Matt Leighninger

Ill

Because you guys run so fast,
pie's for you! Congratulans to Seamus for earning Allerican honors at Nationals,
king 3rd place in the 5000m run

,·
S
~his

their MAC division, left behind
several promising players.
·
According to the Fords'
skipper, outfielder Petrone,"may
well be in line for a lot of honors
this season," as Petrone earned an
All-Division selection last season
for hitting .402. Kannerstein also
noted that his lead-off batter,
Crowley, is looking strong. In
general, the teams strength is not
power, but speed.
Kannerstein has two strong
pitchers
in
Garland
and
Traymore, and he is looking to fill
the other two spots. The Fords
opened the season on Tuesday vs.
Kings College after playing in
Florida over break, where they
compiled a 2-8 record.

Haverford Women's Tennis
Coach: Ann Koger
Assistant Coach: Bruce Berque
Key Players: First-Year Students
Marcelle Siegel and
Alex
Brecher, Sophomore Rupali
Chandar
Key Matches: Swarthmore, Bryn
Mawr, Franklin and Marshall,
Trenton St.,

Coach's'Comments: The Women's
Tennis team spent time in a
warmer climate over Spring
Break to tune up for the rest of
their season. The squad travelled
to South Carolina and played 5
matches in six days, a schedule
that head coach Ann Koger
described as grueling.
The
results were encouraging as the
team went 2-3 with losses to Division I Davidson, University of the
South, and Transylvania. The
wins both came against Division I
schools, Baptist and S. Carolina
St.
Koger said about the team's performance, "We got stronger every
day, I was impressed with the way
we looked."
Koger pointed out that this
year's team is very young. Chandar and Junior Polly Ross are the
only upperclassmen in the start,ag lineup. "We have lots of new
players and lots of freshmen," said
Koger but she said the young
players are strong: "We have a
very strong nucleus to build on."
II} addition to the dual
matches, the team will play in the
PAIAW tournament and The
Middle States Tennis Championship which includes teams from
all three NCAA divisions. Koger
is looking forward to the season.
"We look good. Some matches we
used to win handily may be close
but we should have a winning
11111 season," she said. Koger also
pointed out that her team will be
the
first Haverford team to play
and to Matt for placing 7th with a
Swarthmore this spring and she,
mighty impressive time. So share
along with all Fords, hopes that
the pie, guys, and add a topping
the team will bring the Hood troof your choice!
phy 1 point closer.

SKEETERS'
11111

Gallagher said, "I would like to
see them take charge." These
four experienced players are
spread out over different positions on the field, which Gallagher pointed out would be
helpful in keeping both the offense and defense strong.
The team's schedule will lead
up to MAC playoffs and possibly
further competition at nationals.

~

Bryn Mawr Lacrosse
Co-coaches: Siobahn Armstrong
and Bobbie Seidell
Co-captains: Senior Sushma Patel
and Junior Mary Kopczynski
Players to watch: Attack; Patel,
Sophomore Lucinda Kerschensteiner First-Year Student Shira
Fruchtman. Defense; Sophomore
Liz Chang, Senior Maureen
Banta, First Year Student Becky
Koh
Key Games: Swarthmore College,
April 4, (home), Haverford, April
12, (home)
Coach's comments: In looking at
the upcoming season, Armstrong
sees the team entering with "a
good backbone of players," even
though many of last year's players
are unable to play due to study
abroad and injury. She noted that
the team is "learning fast" and
Bryn Mawr Tennis
Head Coach: Cindy Bell (6th season)
Assistant Coach: Karen Lewis
(1st season)
Players to watch: Sophomores
Amina Ali and Amy Roberts, and
First-Year Students Pamela Swett
and Nancy Rooney
Key matches: Haverford, April
19, Ursinus, April 11
Coach's comments: Coach Bell is
very enthusiastic about this year's
team and is looking forward to
the season. She noted that the
competition this year is diverse
Bryn Mawr Outdoor Track
Head coach: Cassy Bradley (2
year)
Players to watch: First-Year Student Nancy Bell, Sophomores
Kim DaSilva and Margy Zeller,
and Senior Lauren Baier
Key meets: Millersville Invitational, April 29, Lehigh Invitational, April 30
Opening meet Tuesday, March
28 at Widener University
Coach's comments:
Coach
Bradley sees this season as going
well in terms of the competition
that Bryn Mawr will face. The
majority of the schedule consists
of meets that are around the area,
and she feels that this will work to
the advantage of the team.
"The competition is good,"
Bradley stated. "It's within our

they
demonstrate
a
real
"eagerness to cooperate."
Armstrong also noted that the
varsity team's trip to St. Petersburg, Florida during spring break
was "good for the team in terms of
bondmg." In addition, she felt the .
camp was "strong in terms of
coaching." The team won about
fifty percent of the camp scrimmages.
Because of the cold weather
and because the season starts a
week earlier this season, Armstrong feels it will take a week or
two fol' the team to get into the
swing of things. However, after
the week in Florida, she, Seidell,
and the team are looking forward
to better weather for outdoor
practices.
Bryn Mawr hosts Widener for
the first home game at 4 P.M. on
Thursday, March 30.
and very good, which she feels will
work to the advantage of the
team. She states, "I'm excited because we are playing a lot of
schools that we haven't played
against before. They are harder
schools in this year's season, so
that will be better competition."
Bell is also looking forward to this
year's Seven Sister's Tournament,
which will be hosted by Smith
College on the weekend of April
15-16.
Bryn Mawr will face Ursinus
College for its first home match of
the season on March 28 at 4:00
P.M.
level. No one is out of our
league." Bradley looks at the dual
meets of the season as being precursors to the big meets at the
end of the season, noting, "We're
really looking toward the invitationals."
Bradley feels that the only
problem that the team is facing is
their small size and lack of depth.
This will effect the relays, which
she feels will be a team weakness.
However, Bradley anticipates
great individual performances
from her runners. As one goal of
the season, she hopes to have a
couple of runners break Bryn
Mawr's school records.
As a whole, Bradley notes that
the entire team is looking forward
to the spring season. She states
that, as opposed to the winter season, "We are happy to be outdoors."

Fords place at NCAA's
by Mark Dauenhauer
Sports Editor
Haverford runners First-Year
Student Matt Leighninger and
Junior Seamus McElligott turned
in two of the most impressive
performances in Haverford sports
history at the NCAA Division III
National Indoor Track Championships last week at Bowdoin
College in Maine. Leighninger
finished seventh in the 1500 meter run and McElligott finished
third in the 5000 meters.
Leighninger's seventh place
finish was the best ever by a
Haverford freshman in the
NCAA's. He covered the 1500m
distance, which is 100 meters
short of a mile, in 3:55.5 and finished just one place shy of gaining
All-American honors for the
event.
Leighninger has been
strong at the 1500m and mile dis-

tance all year. To qualify for the
nationals, he turned in a third
place finish in 3:56.2 at the Paul
M. Keough Invitational held at
Haverford. Leighninger was also
a fourth place finisher in the mile
at the MAC Indoor Championships with a time of 4:26.4. He
has also been impressive during
the season at the 2 mile and
3000m distances.
McElligott finished the 5000
meter race (about 3.1 miles) in
14:46. His third place finish was
the highest finish ever for a
Haverford athlete in the indoor
nationals. McElligott, who was
named an All-American in Cross
Country last year was named AllAmerican in indoor track for this
performance last week. McElligott also competed for the Fords in
the two mile and 3000 meter
events during the indoor season
and won the mile championship
attheMACs.

